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PADUCAH.KY., WEDNESDAY EVENLNG. MARCH 4, 1908

TEN CENTS PER Wa

RIVALS TILLMAN
Foraker is Entirely Eliminated in !FREE WHARF SPACE School Children Are Trapped by
ANARCHIST PLOT
IN HIS VIGOROUS
Ohio and Harmofly and Taft Are
IS PROVIDED FOR Fire in Building at Cleveland, 0., TO ASSASSINATE
VOICE AND WORDS
Watchwords of the Republicans. ON RIVER FRONT and Scores Have Already Perished.
CHIEF OF POLICE
furnace.
New Senator From

Oklahoma Cheers Drown

Commands Attention in Debate

on

Indian

Bill.

•

the

Voice

the

Special Committee of

Temporary Chairman James
It. Garfield. When

The janitor turned in

General Terrible Catastrophe Takes alarm. Some children marched out
in order and others lied. Those
Council Recommends One
Place, When Flames Envelop marching thought the. Are drill was in
program.
Wharf boat.
North Colliawood .* ehool At the first floor they were stopped
by the flames.
•
House This Morning.
Teacher

of

He Men -

tions Favorite Son of State.

Ift

Now

Certainty

and

All

"Reds" Are Being Rounded
It) by chicago Police.

Heroine.
Miss Carrie Wiley, a teaeher, tried
to keep the children in line, but she Government officials Are CoColumbus. 0.. March 4.— The
ful on Democratic Side.
At 1:110 o'clock 1/11 bodiest eere at was dragged down with the rushing
$2 Per Annum.
state Republican convention today
operating.
the Lake Shore -morgue. .ffilve are mass and ctushed to death. Miss
adopted a patfoein en which Taft will
women and the remainder t. .ildren.
Grace Fisk, who tried to stop the
,..11P.Pral fur vutes. It was dictated by
rush -was cruthed terribly.
HOW .ALDRICHI
WEST
KENTIL1 le
I \ 11.1:4
PROTESTS
Taft's friends and represents his PollCeevelend, 0., March 4.—One hunWhen the fire department arrived. ORDER
IfeeitleD
TO
DEPORt .
else. It calk; for the re-enactment In
dred children are trapped by a fire in they found the ladders too short.
a Jonstitutional form of the emNorth Collinwood school today. The Many children were leaning out the
ployers' liabilty act and limitation in
latest reports indicate that.75 children windows trying to escape the smoke
e(Real Correipeacience.)
From the north end of the what'llthe exercite of injunction. to prevent
Chicago, March 4.—Pol4e areiseeet
have lost their Nees, fl'hirty bodies when the aerial ladder arrived from
ta'ashiesitun, D.. C., March 4.- -T111- silbutoes: revislan of the tariff by a
boat to the dry, docke will be used as
recovered by noon. It is feared the Clevelead. and many children
were hog Rose "Anna" Stern, known
•
Man sill have to look to his laurel* special stration of the next congress.
free apace was left between her and
wails will fall and entomb others carried down when the *tread floor "Queen -of--Anarchy," sweetheart of
A new foue has ell
on stores and *hip crews, according
the senate It ootamencis Roosevelt's administraLazarus
Many bodies are past hope of recover* fell. Before noon only tge
Averbucb, the would.-be aswalls
iii the person of tat.„arOwen,
t
to the recommentholun of the wharf
from tion. Without mentioniug names It
The childreq were on the third floor were standing and the cries of the easein, who was killed
by Police
Oklahoma,
to in his debate on the congratulates the people for eavine
committee of the general council yeswith no means of escape. The Oollin- buried children died away. Hospitals Chief Shippy. That she may have
ladies bill ale week, showed powers Foraker and Dick ii the senate. It
terday afternoon. City Solicitor James
wood fire department ladders were too were told to prepare to receive the in- committed suicide after Averbucit's
that led far to peter him in tilt. front instructs the delegates to vote . for
Campbell, Jr.,' will prepare an orde
short to reach the windows. The lire jured. Ambulances made many tripe. death is believed. District Attorney
tank. *eager °wee seems to have
miner
for the apportionment of wharf
Taft until he 61 nominated. It favors
No attempt was made to identify Sims today joined the municipal austarted from some unknown • cause
the mune factuity of %inning the gal- the reduction of repreeentatiob in
space. The ferryboat Battle Owen
under
the
bodies as they were carried out. thorities in a conference at which
the
stairway
leading
to.
the
tortes that Tillman hat. though his
was allowed 150 feet, and 66 feet of
congress and in the electoral college
third floor. Iligh sehbol pupae on the The Lake Shore shops were closed to plans will be made for the suppresmental grate,. his command of lan- In states. where white and negro citifree space
left between her and tower
floors were able to escape, but enable the workmen to aid the fire- sion of meetings and the exportation
guage. and his debating ability will seas are disfranchised, and urges the
the wharfboat for- the gasoline and the
lower grade pupils were caught men. Wallace Upton, 44 years old. of anarcysts.
tootnnand respect from every ;senator prosecution of trusts,
small boats to land .and secure sup in
a trap with no fire escapes."' At the is dying from burns received while
That Lazarus Aberbuch, In attempton the floor
Ile is just a little hoipiles.
The wharfboat was allowed first
Columbus. 0.. March 4.--,The Realarm the High school pupils rescuing children. He saved 18 and ing to assassinate Chief of *Pollee
beaded and larks airsoiute polo!, ot
it publicans of Ohio who met yesterday
25o feet, and from the _north end to
rushed in a panic, many being in- then fell.
Shippy, carried out a commission ene
Oita doubtless will come wth tine- afternoon in convention dealt a stagthe dry docks was recommended as jured.
Up to 3 o'clock eighteen children trusted to him by a group of Chicago
The building ts three stories
and familiarity with his surrounding..
free space.
gering blow to the interests of Senahigh and contained 350 pupils.
were received Into the arms of two anarchists, was declared by Assistant
•
However, the precipitate quality is :xi
Mr. (t. M. Riker. manager of the
tors Foraker and Dick and placed the
Private homes near the school were Lake Shore workmen, who stood be- Clalef of Police Sctuettler to have
;1?
drawback with the galleries. whom
West Kentucky Coal company, ap- converted into
entire party maybe); of Ohio in the
morgues. Children's low. The last child was a girl. He been proveneleyond a doubt. The
(...-uparits Lice not-eine better than to
plied for 135 feet north of the wharf- bodies were carried
hands of William H. Taft and bla Po
WiLLIAM
HON.
H.
TAFT,
to them by scores. seized her by the arm. She was so discerery was made'just as the police
6-e Tillman get Nally *routed.. and if
boat. The coal company ties its it is
litical "fellowete, by wiping off the
impossible to fix the death list badly burned her arm came from the were about to accept the theory that
they can count on "samething doing"
barges to the wharfboat, and except until a house to
state central committee every than
house canvaes is socket. This caused him to fall. He the your* anarchlet acted upon his
when Senator _Owen rises to speak,
in rough weather, does not require a made.
who was known to have-any bias It.
was carried out. At 1 o'clock 32 dead own impulseeld that the attemptkvas
he will never lack for their attendline
to
the
shore.
Capt. John S.
their favor.
not the result
A great pile of bodies are at what were identified.
eArronsplracy.
atsee.
Summers, representing all of the tow- W$. the front door of the building,
Of the 21 members of the new cornCollinwood is a suburb where the
The group of mime- iota also plotPerhaps it is Senator Owen's in- mute.. eleven were reelected and of
boats out pf the harbor, requested
Mothets and friends and gremen Lake Shore shops are located. They ted, according to infolibation in the
dian blood that puts the galleries to
that sufficient space be allowed then). are working and tugging at the
the changes made seven were Foraker
heap employ five thousand feinted mechan- hands of the authorities to assassinate
with
Nets etaties,yene
_ lie hga.-11 oe-Lakon _atoned by ever) of
him' He ill a meal- Men. and all the Foraker men that
"Iallat"
debeis-in-44te--search--for - bodies. ics. It Is now estimated there Were Mayor Setae antrCapt. P. D. O'Brien',
her of the Mercers
,
* tribe by adoption
Litultstioti
of
injunction.
owner
of towboats operating out of Only three walls of the building are 100 live, lost.
were on the committee. The 0th..'
of the -detective bareau. The princiand the debate last week that made
Tariff ievision.
Padpeah.
standing. In the inclosure firemen
!three who were not re-elected were
pals in the titot hare not yet been disPikumeention
of
trawls.
Mr. Riker's contention was that the are working in peril in case the walls
tu '
l allla"411" for Taft and their retirechent was
'
"tap its
the
Mr. R. F. Dunkerson and T. W. covered, but it. was said that Aberwa,s °maze/lied by a bill that affectudi
ltriduction I
rt -ihrt,eiii
hen.
barges
of
the
coal
company
fall.
vondttione
alone.
do
not
local
cauted
tly
trows. _ta.utia
--the .hvle
Willoughby have gone to Admagordo. buch was picked to execute the order
cgliatios are ill..1
.euttukit..xl.
prevent the towboats. from landing --The fire ktarted from an overheated N. M., to reside.
_ .
of death it a meeting of anarchists
Owens few days befOreo tad made •Itv"Valallabarlat-tae-aawa-tlalaaattart"
Is tween the barges and the bank and
Attorney General
snatf, saa lls a Taft ntan.
%tech he attended last Thursday
hit tissiden speech and the
receiving stores. Captain Summers
iWade H. Willis will be pertinsuent
night.
see him jump;
eetnewitat suranised
said it Is difficult/a eel out from the
chairman.
Hit daring ,
Into a debate po soon
bank under these conditions. Me
Police Threatener Arrested.
Garfield,
James
secretary
R.
of
the
1
not,
bave harmed him had he
Riker said the company could not use
was•temporary
iinterior.
chairman
at
though
,hl..aso, March 4.—Frank Zajicok
shown etch ability, but even
any space other than that at the north
was arrested early today charged with
the demure senators are pained at his resterday't session of the convention.
eed of the wharfboat, and said the
not even Cheers greeted every mention of the
sending a threatening letter to a Itotemerity, none of them
company
sill
have
to
withdraw from
an Catholic clergyman. Procopius
the thOat able, will carelessly ernes name et. Taft by Garfield In his idthe river coal leetnegs in Paducah if
"How Is the district going?"'is a question Mayor James P. Smith Null), a prior of the Benedictine
words with him. He has a fine voice, i dress, and the prediction -that Ohio
the proposed new regulation is en- asked, with the keen Interest most voters are thus early etOncing In the
Fathers. The prisoner who is 38
when was about to furnish another presie
Istith the compelling quality
foreed.
presidential race.
years old and lives at 544 Blue Island
coueled-with anger, that distinguishes dent, created a bedlam of approval.
When
called
"How
upon
do
by
was
the
you
the
stand?"
committee
retort that caused His Honor to pro- avenue, oa the borders of the Ghetto
Tillman. Interruptions did not rat- Following the announcement of nemes
Mr. Street, of the wharfboat, said It test his utter isolation from politics that does not concern the affairs of district, according to the pollee, adtle him at all except to irritate hint. of committeemen.. adjournment was
Murphosboro, Ill. March -i,=-(81;i'- was a convenience to have the coal the city dletinctlf. "That is why I asked," he continued. "I am taking meted sending a demand for $1,000
and he expressed his thoughts with- taken date'this morning at 10 o'clock.
no personal hand in the fight for delegates, at all. Of course, every man
There will be no contest In the con- chili—W. _R. Smith, former Louis- near, and saves the packets landink
to the priest.
has his preference, and I am for Taft. Regardless of evallability and aside
vention tor delegates at large to the ville and Paducah banker, convicted at night much of this time.
(Contlaued on Page Two.)
from any political complications that might arise, Tail t_t3d Hughes would
Captain Summer presented states
To Deport Aaarchista.
Repubacan national convention, and of defrauding a bank here, was
denied Ces as to the value of the towboats.,
make a mighty strung team. I believe Taft is the ablest man, and the
Gevernor
A.
I.
Vorys.
Harris,
Charles
Washagton, March 4.--The DeereTAPES OF 73 HOGSHEADK
a new trial and has .announced his
The spate on the wharf has been one best suited to carry out Roosevelt's policies."
P. Taft and Myron T. Herrick will be
tary of commerce and labor issued a
OF TollArtiv) RECEIVED.
willingness to begin serving a five- rented at $1 a lineal foot. but the
chosen.
sweeping order to all commissioners
committee
recommended
that the
of Immigration and Immigration inGarfield referring to the opposition year sentence.
price be increased to $2 a foot. It
bogrheads of tobac of the administration
The types of
spectors in charge, directing them to
classed them in
YOUNGEST OrERATOtt
recommended that the wharfboat reo 'etre(' at Eddy vide and
restored two sections: thoee who 'said the
confer with the police in their
ceive notice 24 hours in advance ot
at Barlow were received by 'AssociaMorgan Williams, the 14-yearspective jurisdictions with a view to
party had gone too far and those who
all freight shipped on the river.
tion Alderman Veale today and will be
old son of W. L. Wiliam', of
securing the "co-operation of the poinsist that the'party has not gone fat
steered for sale as soun as the grades
Krebs, has the dietinction of
lice and detective foram in an effort
enough. He concluded as follows:
Pittsburg,
Augustus
March
4.—
Mel'honl Bill Paws,
are reeeirsd from Guthrie. At peebeing the youngest telegraph
to rid the country of alien anarchists
What Are the Imam?
Hartje. John Welahons and Cliffora
Frankfurt, Ky., Marcia 4.—By a
eel ',the salesman haa about* 1.100
operator employed on the Illinois
and criminals falling within the law,
"In this campaign the all-absoeh Hooe, a negro, were acquitted today vote of 66 to 21, the Mor'hord tobachombeads that have been graded and
Ventral elegem, the young man
relating to deportation."
conepiraey to blacken the repu- co bill passed the house 'with a whoop
is. OffCted
Mg question is tMs—altiall these poli- of
YPri.
betas recently given the place of
In ordenEat any particular antation
of
Mrs.
Hartje.
yesterday afternoon, after days of decies be approved and continued?
third operator at Krebs station,
archist or criminal may be deported.
bate. This bill is one which the toAmong ottr opponents there are the
which hag been made rwcessary
evidence must be furnished showing:
The Washington Herald says:
bacco grewers declare will put an end
two extremes; those who say se biles
by the operation of the eight.
First —That the person in question
hundred persona attended
Several
to the tobacco troubles of the state..
gone too far, and those who say we
hour law sow In effect Young
is an alien subject to the immigration
the
the
debate
at
last
Mount
night
The
bill
to
give
the
attorney
genhave not gone far enough. The furWilliams' father is the chief oper.
• -Vernon Place Methodist Episcopal acts:
ther attribute the financial crisis
ester at Krebs and the boy has
Murray, Ky., March 4,—(Special.) eral two assistants at $'3,500 each.
Second—That he is an archne or
church, between the A. B. Pugh class
through which we have passed and it.. —Clint Stewart and H. S. Morgan. one at $2.4ott, a law clerk at $1.:700
learned telegraphy undie he;
club of that church and the Worley criminal as defined in the statute.
resulting depieseRet to the president's the two Independent tobacco growers, and a stenographer at $1,20e 'mussed,
father's instruction and is said to,
Third—The date 15f his arrival in
,class club, of the Bethany Baptist
policies and they- appeal to the per- who received warning a few night. without discieeore 20 to 8.
leo quite an expert, being able to
the United States, which must be
"Resolved,
church,
subject,
on
the
sonal interest of those W110 have fek ago front a band of "eight riders.'
remise the telegraphic metetages
within three ;ears of the date of his
That ltniniteration to the Unit
the loss of money and property at not to deliver their
front the swiftest operators on
to IndeStates should be further restricted." arrest.
*ell as those who are temporarily un- pendent buyers and to join the asscoathe system, .Krehe Is quite a
The decision was awarded to the
Fourth—The name of the vessel or
employed; --we ask them to specify Hon-at their Mad opportunties. have
small' station about eix mike
negative, represented by W. R. Scott of the transportation line by which he
Lovelace:rille.8 smallpox scare has
— Denton. Ky . March 4.—The Jury where the government has taken un- capitulated and will say In this week's
from the city, but is important as
and C. G. Jarboe, of the A. B. Pugh came. if possible.
In the --snamslaugbter cape Against wise or extreme action which can Issue of the Murray Ledger that they Passed and the four mild eases there
a telegraph Megan, especially an
class club. The affirmative was rep_Fiftb—The name of the country
jultly be held as the Muse for the are ready to join the
Moody Boyd for .killing
In one family will be free from quarregard,, freight business,
resented by M, D. Keifer and F. A.. whence he came.
Clem brought 19 a verdict of
panic, and we have yet to bear their
antine this week. People of that see.
In itsasocitn.('lws)Tet last
SP) Millott, of the Worley clam club.
guilty sit noon today sustaining, the answer. They Object £0 the expoave •'There are not many crops outside Don became alarmed over reports,
Mr. Stott, of the negative, recited
eelf-tiefense plea of the defendant.
and decry those who have made the the association and them will go In at but there is no danger, and no new
the fact that, after ninety years of
charged
was
exposures:
with
developed
They
cases
one
have
outside
the
are
unwilling
Boyd
to the -first opportunity. The few inde-Moody
unrestricted immigration., In which
killing an old.
.man named Cloys at admit that trouble yam* because of pendent buy-ers are willing to quit
25,000.000 immigrants had_ Altered
the
his home in the eastern portion of
the wrong and the evil that was ex- if given a little time to arrange their
this country,. our Institutions were uncouoty about one year ago, and as all potted.
affairs."
uneximpaired, and our prosperity
WEATHER.
Ihe parties were well known a great
"Transportation conmanke and faconditions
Tonight at the Palmer House the ampled. He reviewed the
deal of interest was efiterested in the vored shippers have been guilty of
politically and
Commercial club will give its One of the United States
trial, which began Tuesday morning. granting and emelving rebates and
industrially, asserting that immigraDollar
Dinner,
and
from
the
sale
bf
Boyd
The trouble between
and discriminations. Moss of corporaplates the Amer promises to be an tion had been Inditipensable in
Cloys arose over seine hogs belonging tions engaged in interstate cotionerce
interesting evening for the benefit of
to Boyd brepitIng Into Cloys field. have misused the powers and
funds
the. club.
President Palmer this
The men quarreled and Boyd shot his of the torporatiotet have by paeans of
morning stated there would not be
man. The este has been closely con- stock jobbing and stock waterine
Frankfort, Ky., March 4. (Spectat)
any set program, but members of the
tested in the courts, Commonwealth's
--By a vote of IS to 16 the senate
club will be called on to give their
Attorney John Lovett and the roue:3f
refused today to allow Senator Memo
(Continued oil page 6.)
views of the new policy of the club
For the better co-operation of the to take from
attorney representing the provocution
the committee his
Until 5 o'clock this afternoon platee dairymen of the city, the Paducah county unit bill and put it on passage.
and Jack Fisher. of'Denton. and Sam
may be secured at the Commercial Dairymen's association was organ lied
Cresaland. of Mayfield, appearing for
The waste passed a substitute pool
club, and after that hour et the Pal- late yesterday afternocin, and officers room bill, permitting betting at the
the defendant. Several lively tilts ecHopkinsville, March 4.—Unheraldmer House. For the evening 150 iected for the first year. During the race tracks, but prohibiting pool
corred between the attorneys but no
The first tests for tuberculosis In ed the Whitesburg company of militia
plates have been engaged, and an in- last several weeks the dairymen have peones. The home passed the MilliSerious trouble- arose.
arrived in Hopkinsellie last night on
teresting evening with the business been considering the advisability of ken bill, providing for restrictions for
The grand Jury has been btoly in- western Kentucky were made today
the Louistilie & Nashville accommomen is promised
the organization. W. C. Roark was admission to the state bar, also the
vestigating the charges matinst Mar- by Dr. FA P. Farley, milk, meelmind
dation, an extra ear being attached tO
elected president and Crick Houstoe bill giving county courts the right to
vin Farley and Torn Celled, two lire Kook- inspector, In accornWee
the train for the use of the soldiera.
County Collet Orders.
Was chosen secretary and treasurer. enforce violations of delinqueney law
young men of Saminghani, charged with the ordinance, requiring dairycompany
Is about fifty itrong
The The
with whitecapping a negro farm hand. mere to have their cows tested
.1 W Williams, of Graves county. There are twelve charter members of against parents and guard ant;
and Is quartered tot the prelate in
guardian for the association, but in • short tim;
Roth! men ire under bond to tamer tests have been delayed by the failure
In the home Arnett arose to •
was today aletollited
of the tubercullne to arrive. but today what Is known as the Campbell place
the charges against then}
Rosa leuttrum and core Jones. the all the milk dealers
the eft,' will question of personal privilege to deny
The on the ((triter of Fourteerith and L.lbDr Farley tatted some cows
_
_
two girls injured in the eollapee of be-members, It is. believed. The by- that he had told Bradley be would
tjd
ubereoltne Is Inecte into the 'owe erty streets. These troops, Ilk. all
the walk way at the Parity-eh Ilex and laws and constitution will be adopted have voted for him it necessary. Ott
and then the temperature is taken at that have come Dem the easter!' part
Basket company, which Was caused at the next regular meeting. Tue‘das the county unit bill eampteoll and
regular interviste The tam have ar- of the state. are moving under starve
Partly (donde tonight. and Thai's. by a car jumping the track and strik- afternoon
The assortation will co- 1.Inn voted against taking the measrived. arid &Del a cove has tweed the orders
Nene of the citizens knew -of day; not mach chamfer lu ilemperatime. ing the supports of the walk.
operate with the Mate emaciation, and ure from the committee, as did Tartoheat culminate:NI
\larch
sattessfullv, she
is their mating, and no Information has megbeet teeleernosee yesterday, erf:
W "art Watt l‘nroplated admin utter the better organleation steps ter; but Lineasid he would support
marked.
given
t etrucerttlag theta.
todsif,
hitrator of the estate
Hart.
63 0 te 66.
10
South Carolinian Most Power-

Increase Charges From $ I to

WOG

•

I

a

Taft's Platform

W. B SMITH WILL
BEGIN SERVING
FIVE YEAR TERM

new,

•

of

Mayor Smith is a Taft Man.

r

WILL R. SCOTT WINS
DEBATE FOR HIS SIDE

HARTJE ACQUITTED

C
el

•

I

Upholds Immigration Successfully With Facts
and Figures.

MOODY BOYD NOT
GUILTY, VERDICT
IN BEN TON COURT

HEADY TO JOIN

tobacco

DOI

NO MORE SMALLPDX

WWII says,

SENATE REFUSED
MOTION OF RIVES
TO TALE UP BILL
our

COMMERCIAL CLUB
BANQUET TONIGHT

111
• •4

ANOTHER COMPANY
OF MILITIA SENT
INTO BLACK PATCH

DAIRYMEN ORGANIZE

TESTING DAIRY CANS'

•

Grain Market

hit

CLOUDY

he

WEDlvilittiitT, MARC, 4.

—

'FITE PADUCAH EV r-NrIr SUN

•

44•I Vt #1
•••••••---

RIVALS TILLIIAN

the nonsiestlesevalliii Is elected- He Pe°
poses to.do his slaty and lights the
franchise deal. To !,.N... his hand
-WI% weigh eir- guardian Places
I
her moat, min Mat of lietinett's Neel
1 bk.
(0Oatinued from First page)
In the hock of the e,,rierasjon :trekTO DRESS YOUR IA IR
zig the franchise. Wamght is obdurate and his Olalt father's good out heintatiou and In first-them maltIN THE LATEST MODE
name is placed in the ba!aucel but he Ituatee. He had.only got going good
ow
Try our reedy-U.,- weer Puff
dirarst's Americas evokes, surd, ad course, wine his Poiat
eHroa
Shell Lilo debate was cut short by
oeerg
Seta. We carry a complete
and ties girl. *That ell sounds trke expiration of the time limit. When
Play Naked Mg Hit.
line of high grade Hair
enough, but the bright lines and in- he was stopped, the press gallery as
tense situations; delightful alderman tilling rapidly, and the public galGoods- -Switches, Coronet
Phelan, political rival of Horrigate. leries were better filled than they tuive
braids. Bangs. Waves,
A'ainwrigio,: the been in the senate In some time. It
Pumpadours, Rees, Hair
..4ory of Lore mad Misaleiplit Polities the banter of Perry
He'nueff; is- one of the peculiar Mingo of thetine mother's love of Mrs
Net, etc. Everything for
Teel Hy Cast' of Escritoire
n, creature capitol. the, way the news of someNewma
ing
Judge
truckl
the
nOW
dress
s.
Player
the hair
neineeis of thing doing lb either cud of the big
or dm., machine: the
Popular, at the lowest
person of
the
in
Before tietiatur
s
right
Wainw
Charle
building spreads
prices. Swat:be/sod puffs
his secretary; the getitie character ()web had been speaking bug, the
souttin
your
of
out
made
veteran
galleries of the hoes. were deeerted
AT KENTUCKY LAS* EVENING. part Of Ingram, the une-arnted
0)1211)113g5.
dborkeeper, *seed • yeriety and ac- for the senate, and the eversalert news
tion that hold the interest Intense paper correspondeets, seentiug good
until the failing of the final curtain copy. cam.- over in drover.
east of Characters.
and the regretful dropping of the the house furnishes the fireworks.
Orrin Johluion let's unraveled
Alwyn Bennett
Ofilvie cf• Co.'s
Semite- Akirkees Tact.
Millinery llepartment at L. II.
Geo. C. Staley
Charles Wainwrigtit
The playwright has escaped the
r Anklets is one of the few
Senato
.
es
He
Menth
s
Scott R. Gliabe ....Tbottlet
etyma of many of his Predee"sowg.
rs of the senate who lenderRichard Horrigan..1Rebert A. Fischer has made polities the baekeruund, membe
TTlliuuan
Harolt Russell but allows'it to obtrude. lie just s/ands fully boa' to handle
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nowdrift

OGLESS LARD

It is a recognized fact' that no
"Snowdrift" user ever uses any
other cooking-fat, for "Sctowdrift"
the Stahdard of quality— is
purity itself, made by Nature in
the green fields of the Sunny
South. The top-most grade of
cotton seed oil refined by our
original Wesson process. No
hog-lard in it. Wholesome, economical, digestible, healthful. As
good as butter, for all cooking
purposes, and-tntteh-eheaper.

MRS. A. a CLARK
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Some of the Things The
Sun's Have Done
-Very few of the people, when reading the want ads. which
e just remit
probable 85 per cent of the readers do, ever realiz
do.
will'
notice
line
four
splendid opportunities a three or
Just
A few days ago a reader of The Sun, who had
led himself in a flat, purchased ,new furniture tor the entire
disuse in his
establishment, bad to leave the city, one to a
be thought.
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with
do
I
t
shall
"Wha
business.
for a
Then be remembered the Sun want ads. pqt four HMS in
few Jays and sold all the furniture, at splelldid prices, in a kw

NOTICE

,
.
This Is but one of the Many ineldentS'of a similar nature
you
but,
sell,
to
ure
furnit
of
outfit
as
not
have
You may
may have something _aro.ued the house some one may wate -an old carpet, or range, some musical instrument, or bit of
furniture. A want ad. Is a fascinating thing, for nearly every

Is this our free America,
And are we-compelled to stand
To be ruled and governed
By an armed outirw band.

one reads them.
Try a want ad. for eoureelf, and test its merits. The coat
Is one cent a word for one insertion Or three cents a word for a
week, cash with tinter.

THE

SUN

With fire and switches the country
round
Was traveled, not for fun,
Still there's a city In Kentucky
That does not have to run,
Because Its streets are guarded
By a mounted flatting gun.
— Roe Beaune. Padricah.
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%LIMES EIZADACIFIZ
WHAT
From October to May, ChM* are the
most frequent cense of Headache.
reLAXATIVE BROMO Qr1NlN
moves caul* B. W. Grove oil boat.
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The factory has at last caught
Up with their orders and we
are now prepared to supply
the trade. Kindly ttilephone
(ISO both phones) and we
will promptly deliver to any
part of the city.
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AUDITORIUM RINK
Tonight
Big Race Meet
Wednesday NM, March 4

POTATO RACE

I

BEAT YOUR BRAINS OUT
Is something you can do while trying
to clean a carpet by BEATING it. Our
mechanical process CLEANS. That's
what you want. Both phones 1'41.

NEW CITY LAUNDRY &
114-116 Broadway
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THE PADUCAH EVTINING SUN'
12,

PATTON STEAM LAUNDRY
At Simonds and Adams

BROADWAY TRACKS
MOVED TO ONE SIDE

Better Work
for
Less -Money
Shirts.
Collars

8..
2c

EARL PATTON,
Manager.
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THE BOMIS MAGAZINE is the only magazine that deals with all the interests of the
home, that ceev era every avenue of appeal to the home-buiideri the home-maker and
the home-lover. Alt its cautions center in the home. It makes the home more
•oriee live, more comfortable, more interentieg. Every issue is crammed full
of
pre(
suggestions ter the housewife.
=*
THE HOME MAGAZINE is cheerful, happy-hearted, whole-ipouled. Its dominant
'tote is the elute of optimism and hopefulness. From cover to cover, it is pleasant,
entertainiog, charming and replete with valuable information.
TUT HOME KAGAzna, is thoroughly American and interests every Americas
man
or woman who has a home. Its range is wide and its tieatmeut thorough.
THE HOME MAGAZINE'S departments are conilucted by men and women of
authority. Marion Harland, fur example, edits the department of cookery
etiquette. Eugene Cline contributes a great series on home furniture making. and
THE HOME MAGAZINE contains the mom exciting stories, the most
beautiful
illustrations, the m"st important feature articles.
11IE HOME:MAGAZINE is twice as big and twice as good as ever before.

Street.

Fretivuity Hankling LIglitie Too Low
and lelolatle City tirdianner-Ordered tlysitged.

THE HOARD or PICHVIC WORKS.

Permission was givett the:Peducmh
‘
Traction -company last nigtt at the
meeting of the board of public 'works_
to Lae a track on the north side of
Broadway between- Ninth and -12e
enth streets. The company will begin
work as.egion as coaditione will allow.
At present the.t rack iw id the middle
ot the street and by placing it on the
northern -aide bald of the weft for a
&ethic track will be completed. The
aintiany may double traek to the rail
road before the ittreet is improved.
A letter was read front the Paduear Traction tempatse xtatiag_that_ re—
season will exceed 004) hogsheads.
pairs would be made to any of the ImAnother big sale Is expected before proved streets or sidewalks, where
the week is lobe, as buyers are show- they have been injured by the traction
ing a greater Interest in the tobacco company. Mr. Foss wall present, as
controlled by the asseelation, since representative of the company; and
they have received abont all the hide- said the work would begin with warm
MINIMIPSIMM
IISPOIRT
ENC011t.b44.
peudeneiverd and now know jute how weather.
INGLT Odo WORK.
to figure on the 1907 erop.
The Longfellow tichool needs the
Late yeeterday afternoon Mr. Os- unused North Twelfth street for a
car Hank, repreeeeting the American playwround. The Street might be
%NOM relfilka
MINI Our Snuff company, liattgat 31 hogsheads graded down to the level of the
Irons Sweating, Vesle. lb being lugs school yard, mid until It is improved
lirkerde FrelloPer—Adept
for which be paid 'read X vent i4, and _or opened for traffic be we'd by the
1114selsOolems.
three of leaf at 10% mate per pound. children. City Engineer Washington
will see if it is possible, and report to
Sales at Murray.
the hoard.
•
• Encouraging reports acre tail!
Murray. Ky., March 4.-- lel hogsHugh Burrows and Ed Tyree cornfrom all the nalulatere in charge of head., is kits seldeNolidaY. 23 Friday plaited to the board that water drains
front the street over their private
lastiwadist Miamians of Pedneeb at at following edem*:.
44 biltds, lugs at 7c to 10e.
property since a new drain pipe was
the - Methodist"ealMsters' meeting held
*0 likda. leaf at Itie to 13e.
placed across the street. City Enat the Broadway enure& 'yesterday,
limit el the above bake were made gineer V1WebIngton explained that no
a hem se% eril interesting talks were
to E. J. O'Brien & Oo. which takes more water ran on the property since
made
Tbe ministers reported that
there was an increased interewt. es- up all the French style* sow on the the inigroVenient, and pointed out that
peeially In Sunday school and Hp- market. Mt O'Brien hi buying very -the Property was a regular drainage.
freely and will be -back Ps make an- The board will make an examination
worth league work. 'enthusiastic reis 'of the condition.
ports from the Wtrasan'a Home Ails other purchase as Noon as there
more ready for sale. ,(kleor buyers
alunary acieleties Imre read
- litany of the alleyie:.are in bad conare taking every thiag suitable for dltioa, and several property owners
The Rev. G. W. Banks, of the their respective trades.
on the alley between Sixth and SevTrimble $tr6( church, reported that
Up_ th the: present time shout 300$7.1040 has alriady been rented- to- hogsheads have ben sold at this mar- enth streets and Broadway and Kenrd building the tiPtif church on ket netting the farmers about Vie,- tucky avenue with the alloy 4111cprove4. .The board has, no money
Fesuotain avenue and the plan* fot Woe
with which to pave it, cud for the
the building are adopted. The dispreamt several loads of -gravel will
cussion to be led by Dr. Sullivan on
Saturday and Monday there' was be phiced there.
"Revivals- -Ite Coaditlode_and Needs" mid on the Murray market over 150
Reverie Received.
was postponed until the next meetine bogeheads'of* tobtelbo, ttringiug the
A. Franke, sener inspector, wanted,
Of the miesriation
total gales for this market up to more
Revolutions regarding theyeath of than itio hogsheads. • These salmi the board to emilloy—tnother man to
egoist him in Rushing the sewers and
'bebop Duncan, at Spartanburg. N base brought the farmers over
manholais, but the board decided that
C. sere read and adePted.
IWO. The demand for tobacco Is
can use a trusty from the city'
he
strong
prison for the purpose. The allowHigher Health Level.
.
Farmers should deliver just as fast'
"I have readied a higher health as they ens put in first-clis order. ance for the sewer work Is limited.
February 25 there were 13 street
level since I began using Dr. King's W. predict that the entire crop of
New Life Pills." write. Jacob Witmer Calloway will be sold in 121) days if lights out at night, and February 29
of West '.Franklin. Maine. "They the weather will permit the ordering there were only two. J. 0. Keebler.-superintendent of the light plant, exkeep my stomach, liver and bewels of the weed.
plained the trouble
Before the old
Working Joe right." If these pills
telephone was removed from the
LIsTMO
disappoint )on on trial, money will
And remember the next time you suffer plaint he had residents living on the
be refunded at all druggists. ie'5e(
from pain—lamed by damp weather-- corner telephone him. but since the
when our head nearly bursts from
neuralgia—try Batteries Snow Lint- removal he has ceased receiving these
Mont. it will cure you. A prominent notices. Since the police have rebusiness man of Hempstead. Texas.
,
writhe. *I have used your liniment. verted the tights not burning lite
rfertrigluis to using R I Was a grrat suf- trouble is remedied as before. Me.
ferer from Rheumatism and Neuralgia.
lam pleased to say that now I am free Keebler said he has not been able to
from these complaint. I am aura I have the pollee co-operate with hint
ewe this to your liniment.before.
tiTILL wits- WWI by J. _11. Oehleentaeser. long Brea
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ass O. a assilee.
Two ligirts on the Fraternity buildTAINES/ ISV FADIVAIR.
•
ing are below 6 feet and several Inches
bleb, and a person with an umbrella
Mr.
catthot walk under the' lights.
Katterjobn said he touched one sevSeamee. sale. Amiga& to Veen omit
eral days ago anti received a shoek.
lingsle-ads--A DI other Deal Is
Street Inspector E. E. Bell was inExpettell This. Week.
structed to have the lights renewed.
ON CHARGE OE WHITING "NIGHT or get waralints if the ultItert; did trot'
RIDER" LbIlTEItS.
obey.
Pedurab s easily maintaining Its
The city solicitor will attend the
record made at the beginning of the
next meeting of the board as the.
mauve for 'Abe largest flies of sumounder what con:noel Jury folio sils. .;nail Hatch of board desires to learn
elation tobacco of.auy Asarket in the
owners pay for
property
the
detions
pp.-I I it at claret neat
IP I
distriet, and from present indications
of the improvements.
ha the l'eniteetiary.
VII hold the plae9 Wan far Ilerferal
Mr. Hiram Stuediey reported an almonths at least, "--Tbe .TM T01'
I' nest'- Heath .-lheatrth--atreet---neer
Husband* street in a bad condition
tiopkinaville KY , March 4. — The' since the sewer had been laid. The
giancl jut
turuet1 two indictments street the-vector will clean out the *Ithis meriting. [staking a total of alit ley.
The city will place a guard on
already handed Is.
One of the indictments is against Third street near the 'stand creek
board ordered a private'
MAN FROM MALAMANO0 WILLS Rob Wood. lie young farmer who was bridge. The
recently arreeted on the (-barge of Preperty owner to do the work but it
HOW TO BO IT.
In.:: threatening letters signed tweet his property and the board or"Nigtii Riders." to Lewis Demicits, dered the improvement.
The traction company will place,
• colored tenant on the farm of H.
gravel between its tracks on JefferAnirim Om Make Scene Emmy Motley
Wallace.
If They Will Only Follow This
'nit; indictment charges Wood with son boulevard in a short time. The
Man's Advice.
"knowingly sending a letter to an- street has been Improved and the tier
present.
other threatening to do him harm of the track are uncovered, at
If possible Frank K1rchoff. Fourth
with the intention to gain money,
property
goons or things of value and Ohlo streets, will be allowed to
There is no denying the tact that front him or front another."., The use old.curbthe in the improvement of
the musician's :ire is an easy One, and bond is fixed at $560, and as the de- the sidewalk.
VIh
President Rudy and Messrs.
It Is getting more so every day. They fendant is alreedy under bond of
are well paid end Well treated, which that amoant no further security was Ilan] Katterjoith and Louis Kolle•Jr.,
Is justly dtth them. There Is DO other demanded by the court. The ease is were present last night.trade whioh cpmpels you to pay tot *et for trial on the tenuity-fifth day
A Cure fee Misery.
your experience. When you kart to of the present term of court,
"I have found a cure for the misery
learn any other profession you receive
charged with
eteappeil itetilicit
a salary right from the start Not so %Bella! murder Was found guilty of malaria poison produces," says II. M
tuan,lattither r and een- James. of leueilen. A. C. "It's called
with the teusician. Ile must pay for voluntarv
his knowledge. and it is only right teneed to three veers In the peniten- Electric Bitters, and comes in GO cent
bottle,. It breaks itp a -case of chills
that he should receive good pay for tiary.
•
or a Willow' attack In almost no time
his serCres afterward. Would )011
like to be a musician? You can. All
Grandpa "No% „Lek, what's the and It pals yellow jaundice clean out
of commission." This great tonic
you have to do is give a few moments pfurel of penny!
Jacek— Two cents -- Philadelphia medlene mod blood purifier elves
of your spare time each day to pracquick' relief In all stomach, liver and
tice.
Inquirer.
kidney complaints and the misery of
There Is no one she has not some
talent for Music. Softie have more
—Try the Wage ad, way of neenrkelt lame back. Sold tinder guarantee at
than others. They make artists. You it eervant half me virrststeutty m• yows-c all druggists.
,
may make an artist
trltl .olher "ways," and you'll sal
If the recording angel makes a note
Inquire at the Broadway Music cord!
of our thoughts we would like to see'
-.
umuoveing
MOW for fell
liffmsame ars °Or Rased what appears In the book when a wo
iki
Ono
laShsiI
man farlls over R chair in the (lark
for our/4111w'
a Rd dare them.

Ready for
Business
March 9
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plant is thoroughPr11 ly
E equipped with
new and modern machinery and our work
guaranteed. Give us a
trial and you will always
give us your buiinesi.
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Sahli&nderson
Satan Sanderson is the tree
embodiment of the requisites
that make a really great story.
It gives the reader a look ins.
a little world of action where all
et the emotious that make or
mar life—and lives—are set is
swift.eecitingplay—one against
the other. Incident follows incident with gulch succession, and
a vivid panomma of intrigue,
mystery,love and strange adv eatwist kindles the interest la
the fusing point.
IA'ratan in a charming style,
brilliant in coloring,picturesque
I. background,faithful in characterisation and Intensely dramadc,with stirring clima ,Sates
Sanderson is by all odds the but
the year.
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w,th special articles oa the care etbath.
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eyes. nape, Meth sad ears.
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rtaini,stories Is psrsgcspki of A.M.P;
loan am sad women. Illustrated with
pose-.
trims.
WIRWS AND INTERVIEWS
V. bat me. and women of
coalitions we
thinking, and saying, is themany
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se
rtes if America, appear as aerials possisr
before Mak
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By the best writers in the country appe4r in every issue. Bright,

clever, entertaining, tuff' of
whelesocne sentiment, good
Imam and adventure.

Illustrations,
All the departments are frilly.
'Illustrated with phutogrealtm
Among the celebrated artists
whose work appears io rip
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Is one of the best periodicals published. Its list
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ilaring for Taft and asking for an uninstrucved alobegation. To the honest
Republicans of Mt-Coo-ken county and
AMUR/600N AND WERILY.
the First district The Sun sa)* ha•
1117/64PUBLI14HING
stiest your delegates to the district
IDICoRrolaitrzD.
converrtion, not only as to Your choice
Pl. M. gisniza, wromassa. for president, but also for district
chairman and the temporary orients
B. 3. PAEToN. General Manager.
alailiasell at the postolnos at Padosah. :aeon. They are-your delegates and
should speak your will. Therefore,
By., as second class Mistier.
teal them what your will is. That is
illelisaltIPTION DATUM
the- one honest way. Do not let the
TUR DAILY SOX.
delegates be taken to the district conBp Carrier. per week
eie .15 vention to be traded like four-footed
it mall. per month. In advaase.. .11
U. per year, in advance ....We stock.
These Fairbanks men in the First
TRW WlegaLLY soX.
Per year, by mail. postage paid -Mee district. forsOoth! Ed Franks, interAddress THE BUM Paducah Ey- nal revenue collector, and W. J. DeMee, 111 South Third.
Phone 14S. boe opposed Governor Willson's nomipayee & Young. Chicago sad New nation and wore beaten in the district.
while those, who- are supporting WilWeek. representatives.
THE HUN can be found at Me follow- liam ft. Taft fought for Judge James
Breathitt and Capt. Ed Farley. The
ing places:
X. D. Clements & Oa.
Fairbanks men cannot Claim any of
Vaa Cahn Bros.
SinT
the credit for supporting those too
Passer Houso
west Kentuckians, because the Fairbanks men were eliminated from thy
district councils before the state convention.

THE PADUCAH ENTNING SUN

Ilbe ISabucab Sun.

The Spoilers.
IV RIZ IL 111fACILI
owyeisas, a* by am M Dom&

DoeroFts mrsr2vicEs
4.re said often to be buried WS feet under
r,,.itht But many times women fall On
their tatnly physicians, stiffereug. as they
one from dystopela.another from
heart dis
,
lias, another from liver or kidney diecase, another from nervous proo
tratIon, another with pain here and them,
and in this way they present alike to
themselves and their easy-going or overbusy docter, separate diseases, for which
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'Second thrgambation of Mad Thee
tOssitlassad boos Lot Imme.)
ai
r:
"crib
.."they
re rliii>9
piIlti
his
stndiris
k) In lua
tihtieumns.
e, g*
Hare Effected in That
ysaid this was my madnesto-and I all Only iiiirriptorne Ca115"1..by sonic uterine
Lance Melliber•lilia,
or-ant of the
disease. The
Ician,
got what I deserved, but I'm going to anise of suffer ng, -pa up
treatment
in
die. 0 God-I'm going to die, and I'm until large bills are tin de. T
the
afraid." lie moaned till the Bronco patient gets no bette
wrong treatment, but pro
Kid hobbled In, glaring with unquenchci
Louisville, March 4 --The Albeed hatred.
marle
supporting
club,
Wiliam
H.
e
seise%
it'
"Yes, you're going to die, and? did
by orspei a
totirtasing space Taft for president, was organised by
it Be game, can't you? I shan't let toms, and Instituting comfort jnstead of
the negroos of the Twelfth ward at
her go for help until daylight"
prolonged misery. It has been well said.
Thirty-sixth street and Virginia atsHelen forced her brother back to his that "a disease knee n is half curedDr. Pierce's Favorte Prescription Is a nue, last night with 125 member),
couch, and returned to help the wound- scientific
medicine, carefully devised by
eel man, who grew incoherent and be- an experienced and skillful physialan, Revolutions were adopted 1ndors:ng
poi
adapted to woman's delicate system. Secretary Taft for president and the
gan to babble.
medicinal state and city administration*. This
A little later, when the Kid seemed It is made of native American
roots and Is
rfect,v harmless
ta is the tieond -negro Taft -club
in the
stronger and his bead clearer. Helen
.ialfrtlatflifnesiuralf .
city. 'else °Moors are as follows:
ventured to tell him of their uncle's In/fits.
Al a_powerftel invigorating tonic •Fa- President, W. H. Parker; 'Het nee
villainy and of the proof she held, with
voritePrescription" imparts strength to
president, W., 11. Talbott; sekoend vice
her hope of restoring Justice. She told the whole-system and to the organs dis#174tIVINCItil-4kt
th:ed- vice
-0SY. For over; -president,
Deboe 'and Hopp; were given a him of the attack -planned that very tinctly feminine In partici
worked.
"worn-outrun-mown,'
debilinight
of
and
the
danger
president, •Ce if. Ward; secretary,
which threntgood licking in this county when the
tated -teachers, milliners, dressmakers,
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 4.
iikel the miners. He questioned her seamstresses,
men, who are now for Taft, were sup"shop-girls," house-keepers, Thomas J. Antic; assistant secretary,
closely and, realizing the bearing of aursing mothers, and feeble women gen- Charles Martin; treasurer, R. T. Anporting Senator-elect W. 0. Bradley
CIRCULATION STATEMENT.
her story. crept to the door, casting erally, Dr. Pierre's Favorite Prescription der/Ton.
for delegate from the state-at-large.
I. the greatest earthly boon, being un41•11410
the wield like a haund.
tqualed as an appetizing cordial and res
The same crowd, that is fighting
"We'll have to risk it," said he storative tonic.
February, 1908.
;
Taft In the First district, opposed In- "The wind la almost gone and It's
As a soothing and strengthening nervuot
ins "Favorite Proscription" is unequaled
•1
3824
3874 structions for William McKinley. Al- long till daylight."
17
and
mvaleable in allaying and subSbe pleaded to go alone, but be was duingis nervous excitability.
3109
3'870 ways that crowd would send the First
18
Irritability,
district
and
never
firm.
•TH
the
nervonsexhau
leave
again,
you
stion, nervous pre:oration,
Kentucky
and.
38.23
4
19
38-80
delegations
neuralgia,
hysteria,
spasms,
St- Vitus's
to
moreover.
know
I
conventions
lower
the
trail
to be even to the
3824
20
3886
Safeguards your food'Oust
lance, and other distreesing, nervous
Mrs. Orr. visited Padneah the
3832
4
21
3898 best bidder. There is only one corn- quite well. We'll go dowa the gulch symptoms commonly attendant upon
alas am/ pbosplute of lime
to
the
valley
and r..ach town Oleo imetional and organic disease of the later part tif last week.
3856
3967 mien ourpose in the Fairbanks. Can22
way. It's farther, but it's not so items. It induces refreshing sleep and
Fred Young transacted litteilitee .0
•
3864
8
24
3914 non and Foraker candidacies, and that
,elieves mental anxiety and despondency.
dangerous."
141
3842
3911 is to beat Taft. Anyone of them, or
Dr. Piemk's Pleasant Pellets Invigorate mei:Avon last wek.
25
"You
can't
ride."
she
insisted.
the stomach, liver and bowels. One to
Mrs. P. 0. Johns did shopping in
any
other that could prove himself the
11
3837
26
3916
"I can if
Easy to take ae_cal_lezi
t* me Into the and
l'aducah last seek.
3852
27
392.4 strongest, could have all the delegates die.
12
-Come. get the horses."
3.938 these three could deliver In the con3871
Hrs. Fannie Bruce visited Paducah lenteurt. Cincinnati; T M. Collins.. •eliiimas K. Ward, chairman of the
28
12
It was Still pertly dark and the rain 111 vileness was s,. iatcr iitlost
last Friday.
3881
29
3947 vention.
fisirdese11,, W. W. Nei ill-,-. St. Louie; Henderson
14
committee, had dewas pouring, but the wind only telghed
Away to the right. bidden alnialg the
But th-y can't deliver the goods. weakly as
11
3883
B. W. Parknian has returned to his E. L. Deede, Nashville; E .1.
viand Off the etettey convention which
though tired . by its vio- shadowed hills, his frientls noted
home in Mound City after a v.sit to our. St. lemis: J H. Sparks. Austin: hai had prestesesetyTotal
96.863 Just as sure as there is a convention, lence. when she helped the Bronco
-Mwoii 7.
thiiniselves for the renting boll.%
,tAverage for February, 1908 _3875 k will be Taft or Roosevelt. If there his saddle. The effort wrenched a inc
W. bent., EV111111V111i/1 W. E. Bate*. text Saturdny, end Issued a nee call
his return and tinting his daughter. Mrs. Claude Kew.
Average for February, 1907 -.3859 is a deadlock and InclicaLions
Curt Roby has returned home from Chicago: -Sam T. lintIcr. NLItteo. my in au-cordate* with the tow rt.gulaof a groan front him, but be infested upon It to the rising sun. lion lu Hie val
•
16 combination, the delegates will stam her tying his feet beneath the horse's ley to his left were the two he follow- a trip to Texas-highly elated with the hew Thompson. Dayton; Ii. 0. Por- Thin': 'I aft limn sei.iit a latrines, .11
Increase
Icily, saying that the trail was rough ed. while he, obsessed null .unreason- euuntry.
Personally appeared before me, this pede to Roosevelt as certain
ter. Micago. .
•
Mr Ward's hesitation about calling
as the
Ayelerson. St the rout.. neon lin the lies dat•• NMI
and be could take no chance of fall inc. now enniing
Hodge Fisher, of Brookport, visited
Belvedere --J- A.
March 2, 1908, R. D. MacMillen, people live, and this convention
a
madman,
now
is
In; again; so, having performed the grim and silent. spurred southward tie h
father, pr. Fisher. here Saturday. Louis; Frank Hasse Il, 'New
business manager of The Sun, who going to be held in a Taft
York: .-fassfe,
rre,,i i ntr.
the leo
city.
last services she might for Struve, slit' ward town and into the mike of his
Reny Moat, of ,Harrisburg. la vire .l'herles it. Snetto Memplibe W- II. therefore., ititteletil et hie surrender.
affirms that the above statement taf.
.
the circulation of The Sun for -we
iting h:s mother, Mrs. baura ('boat. Kraper, Mi tropulls; Ed W. 1.--t., tellllsatt man Ward is one of the orlaOur creed: "Each and every Re- mounted her own animal and allowed enemies.
it to phi: its way down- the steep eleDuring the electrical storm Satur- engo: W. H. Ward. Ms.tropetis, L. 'W. Mil Fairbanks omen in this xis-truly
month of February, 1908, t& teRi"To publican is entitled to
select his can- seent behind her brother, who
(0oatinned
Is
sort
howee.)
swayed
.
day morning a barn belonging to Abe Dismukes. Nashville: A
0. Ligon. eti:t1 is &dna e-ucrs thing in
the beat of his knowledge *A belief. didate for president
primer
without dictation and lurched drunkenly in his seat.
James, near the Empire mills, was Chicago: (1. C. Warner, et Louis
My commission expires January or fear front any source. high
to 'alai lietidereset comity it, thy lb or low." gripping the born before him with
YOU DON'T HAVE TO WAIT
eiruck by lightning and burned.
New Ilichmend - D. R. DILA. K 0t dtantatea roluntm Hat he stioreielel
10th, 1912.
both hands.
Every doss makes you ',steelier. Lait-Ite
Lewis Emerson, of Simplon. vested taws; R. E. KIlleey. Sedalia; A. It in getting the county convention this
PETER PURYEAR,
One year from today William
H.
They had been gone perhaps a half keeps your whole insides, right. sold oa the his cousins. Mra.
Notary Public.
Maud Woodard and eht.itoneWirtgo: Lynian Mass, Nock - week, as lie so earnestly tried tc
Taft will be Inaligurafed president
of beer when another horse plunged fere mosey-hack seas /venire ere. Prieebacesis Aim Clara
!terrine. Harry *loon, Mtmelths. J. the increasing Taft wave would
epoe, Monday
the United Staten.
°ugly out of .the dilikness and hatted
A fire about 4 o'clook Tuesday Ie. Heath, iiirmingliano
Dosyne,,
A
ha-v..' been Denoted Bud hie de
Batty Though..
before the roadhouse door. Its rider,
utornag deeeteeeed the law alike of Murray; James lo II
Su% alitan. .S.c.us ,arr4,
The Louisville Post rises to inquire mud stained and disheveled,
Now. howeloe.
.4 out.
Humoring Our eat Will not heal our
flung
!terve Evans, the meat Ohm, of Ed
F4111%111(6. Smith/and; WIliarn with act, n sts.kti. illorc to primal the
whether other federal enrployes hare himself In mad haste to the ground
saitalness.
Goeie,
Brignian,
h ettebtog:
-and WIneton's barber shop.
Inelland. star peer. tar)'a. iTstotriese the Taft
11
not just as mueh right to support Mr. and bolted In through the door. Ile
M Browne. firelawnY- mon ale nrore confident than ever filet
Circuit Clerk Morris and ?emits +toe& ento
Taft as United States Marshal Long saw the signs of confusion in the outThe senators are not Al unit on the
Honor pupils of the High school for started for a trip to New Orleans on
4they can latot thc inetr-Ocitons for
*MI Internal Revenue Collector Ed er room, chairs upset and broken, the
local option hill, neither is the house
h. favorite
table wedged agntnet the stove and be- February were announced today by Tuesday. Mr.. Morris has not been in VIVI' ME% WE .11 1111.1 \'h'
Franks have to support Fairbanks.
wholly la accord with McChord.
JIN
fore the counter a shattered lamp iu Professor Sugg. • The students who good health all winter and is making
Place your orders for weddit.g
have secured -E•' in every subject. this trip hoping that the rest e:11
Since federal offices are political a pool of oil, lie Culled loudly-.
It seems that Mueller. Carlton, Mcnklereon.
, Sten h iVte,t.t recitations at home. The Sun la
offices, and since the federal admin- receiving no answer, snatched a light which means a, grade between 91 and greatly benefit him.
Nutt and Lillard hang together even
Henry Milier. Pr., is elek and not tee a owks iitt*.s the rut•ng set th.•'showng as greet an assortment as
istration is Republican and federal which he found burning and ran to 95. The students
were:
Jessie
In effigy.
*tato tsar /nal conitnitt.s. that !tie etniti son will find se)where. at priees
offices are filled principally with Re- the door at his left. Nothing greeted Acker. Julia Dabney, Munee Dreyfilste expected to reeovir.
rhould 1,.•. meek lower ahaso-sioe-a4U---11111...--40publicans, the,re Is nothing passing hint but the empty tiers of bunks. Kathleen Garrow, Pauline Hann, Hat- • For quite a white the hack water Ty Re1.111,1%
Mayor Smith has got a soft spot strange
held all tee r the state in s iott
,
111• 10.P1141.i.
in the fact that federal office Turning, he crossed to the otber side "tie Hasotte, Eleanor Hoek, Lola Kel'y. has caused some of the rural'
itmewhere in the region of h:s pert- holders
and burst through. Another lamp was
:%. rs considerable t rouble. routThey
ed
take an interest in Republican
.Bess Lane, Mattye Mver. el51rsuer4e
lighted
beside the couch-Where Struve
•-_cardial ..cavity_mul he is early mull.
vv. re ennweltilr to leave their teams
politics. But wisen it comes to the
lay, breathing heavily. his pis -half t Merigold, Edna Mooney, Sadie smith,
testing an inclination to spend some declaration
the country and crow's in a boiit .
that
the
federal closed over hie staring eye's.. _Roy Grace Sehtele, -Rebecca Smith, El-le in
money to save the lives and souls of Officeholders.
but, it has fallen now so that they can
whenever they have noted the pool of blood
Speck.
Marguin
-fte
Rich
Marian
wah.
at his feet ant]
people who are sick and destitute ana taken a hand in
Kentucky politics. the broken window: then, setting down Williamson, Mary Kennedy. Ma/Sari/I again cross the bridge. orphaned. The mayor has to see some have insured
Will Still, who was II fonr or fly('
a Democratic .victory, his lamp. he _termed over the
man and Endriss and, Davirtiumphioy.
4-ek• with pneurtionia. Is able to be
timings. the rest of us can shut our that is not so clear. For
Some teinfttelrm has been earned
instance fed- spoke to hint.
eyes to; but we're with you. Mayor eral officeholders in
1III.
the First congresWhen he received no answer be parents hS; the letters that are ,tiscd
Smith.
‘Vill Cagle left Monday .on a-bus:sional district
gave
Willson
12:1 spoke again loudly. Then: In a frenzy. instead of the grades in figures. The
eessy trio
votes in the state convention, com- Glenister shook sthe wounded Wall equivalent figutes foe
the letters ark..
The Red Men relent, a fine time at
Cotton states are likely to get pared with the 17 W. J. Deboe could cruelly, so that be cried out In tenor: "S."
superior. 9e-inie -fee.
eaturday,nigitt, where they orVinna
e
squeezed by the compress trust.
muster against MT. Willson.
"I'm dying--oh, I'm dying." Roy 91-95: "G.•' good, s0
-90: "I." :ndif- ganized a lodge.
raised the sick man up and thrust his ferent, 70-79,
and "F." failure, beioez
The-Rev. Adams, of tht•
Just ask your neighbor if he is own fat* before his eyes.
FEDERAL MACHINE LN THE
70 per cent.
church. came from Verne- NCI's eke•
rto•
'Ilenister.
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I've.
(sane
for
pleased
with
• Roesevelt's polkies.
FIRST.
school
As
a
for good conduct •Prn urdas- and held servkies and retorted
Sounds odd to hear anyone speak Then ask him if he wishes those Poli- Helen-where is she?' A spark of lessor
Sugg I. willing to fl'are the Monday. lbis expected to moo. her,
reeognitton flickered Into the dull stare.
of Fairbanks as the people's choice, cies persisted in by the next adminisbuilding against any abent the middle of March.
"You're too late-I'm dying-and I'm Washington
especially in this section, since all the tration. Inquire of him why Rooseafraid."
The 'lies-. Mr. Oulestiry. of Charleys- school In the cotintry. last
Republican congressmen are for Taft: velt is for Taft, if he does not think
fits questioner shook Stinve again. the bnilding had an enrollniett of ton. Mo. who assisted •n the revival
and only one state official is a sup- Taft the best fitted of any of the can-Where is she?" he repeated, time 1.091. and thi, semester the nuail.i.r at the Baptist chltritt s few
ago
porter of Fairbanks. The entire state didates to continue those polities. after time,
till by very force of hie is reduced soot's hat by the • ;-ectilll is here on. a Inisroott Irip.
committee, with two exceptions, ii Ask him if he believes Fairbankit, oem insistence he compelled
•
realiza- of the "Whitt/cr." het not
Mrs, Keane went I.. sç 144111i9 Sune
for Taft, and outside Louisville. where whose newspapers assail the admin- tion In the sufferer.
• of stispons on fir of corporal ouni-h- day to buy stuck for her mallow,
Fairbanks captured the machine. am! istration, would persist in the Roose"The Kid took her sway. The Kid tent has been had. Professor
Static store
the First district, Where the chairman velt policies. Ask him how he can shot me." and then his voice rose till
is tightfiely proud of the record.
and
the
was expected to choke the conventice. sincerely believe in
Roosevelt it flooded the room with terror. "The
there Is a spleaidid school spirit Amens
Into submission, the Fairbanks meb policies and support a man who op- Kid Shot me. and I'm dying." lie all
of the oneents. The handling of
have not and never had a chance of poses them. Tell him if he is a Roose- toughed blood to his lips, at which
over 1.000 children of various Jon.
velt
.
Republican
to
Roy
laid
attend the county
him back and stood up. Su
winning. The snap convention, called
without a susreOisien .or CRS, of (-or
hr Chairman Deboe, without consult- convention Monday afternoon at 1:30 there was no mistake, after all, and be
por;a1 reinishnicnt Is something. that
ing the other members of the com- o'clock and vote to instruct for Tait had arrived too late. This was the
cen hardly he graved.- 4.1wirlg to the
KitiS
revenge.
and
to
This
was
Instruct
bow
he
for
a
Taft
organisaThe mach:nery for the big .4'ml
mittee so far in advance of the other
struck. Lacking courage to face ii school spirit the no has hi-en but few chute
In the Illinois Centrai. knots is
congressional and other stattretreftel- tion in the First congressional disof diseatiefieeseui
man's level eyes_laspoasiessed-this
Warier tn position mid it le
tkms, was for the purpose of taking trict.
Hy a fortnnalc Nimbus..
nem to prey upon a woman. Roy felt school Year.
.
exp. cted that the structure sill ti'•
advantage of the lull in political ena
weakeninr
physical
slekneast
sweep
'Without any machine behind him
e erten-led within ten days or two
of drummer's nallInPles
thusiasm, and give the chairman and
Judge E. Barry, editor of the Benand with all the officeholders state over him till his eye fell upon a sodden
toks.
Ed P. Franks' federal machine In rho
garment
which
Helen
had removed ton
Tribunc-Dernra•r7%-t. '-1ent
and national, who had secured their
We are enabled to place
A large force of hands wits pie to
Second revenue district, an opporfrom her brother's shoulders and re night In the cit.'
stork ye,terilLity grading for teeri•ral
tunity to steal a march on the Roose- appointments through eerratorial in- placed with a dry one. He snatched
fluence,. against him., William H. Taff
on sale Spring Jaetela
new tracks IC Is. Milli in the
velt Republicans and carry the disIt from the floor and In a sudden fury
carried every countyln Ohio, and saw
arils of the ear departMent. Two of
trict, thus setoror the pace for doubtfelt it come apart in his hands like'
Senator Joseph Benson Foraker po- wet tiente
at about. ooe-third off
•
tracks .will "run under the coal
paper.
ful districts, and giving out the im.
litically annihilated and every Foraker
spa, While where will tie lewd to
lie found beset/et entt in the rain.
premien that Kentucky is -for Fairman thrown out of the staie commit• seamelug the ?templed
the r egn I a r-rrioea.
ore -cars until they , are. repairid.
soil by light of
banks.
toe yesterday. not by some politiCal his lamp, ard discerned tracks
king
-the
yards
ose-third
about
which
Talk about a federal machine! The
There are jaeketa of all
boss, but by delegates elected by the the drizzle bad oot yvt erased. Ho
root- t reek kV/We.
appointees,of Ed P. Franks. collector
people,
reasoned mechanically that the two
Johnnie Padua?, a beillermithers
of internal revenue for this district,
colors-browns, t a n s,
riders could have no great start of him,
helper at the 'thole. left this morning
have-done nothing else for two months
tekelloORT.11111.1- BUNKED
an strode out beyond the home to see
Itisi.re
Grand
for
to
vise
Mother.
his
but spend Fairbanks money and work
Milne, greys and blacks;
AtA)NG HI'NTIN(ITON ROW. if they had gone farther lato the hills.
who is ill of tinetamonhe
for
him. They promise federal
Toasting his toes in the warmth of There were no tracks here, therefore
Work
appears
40
the
be
better
In
litieitions to everybody- that can he in. a big
Incise, Sethi
or
tight
fire, Will Pickard, colored, Who they muse have doubled back toward
ear repairing department this week
Jaenced that way. They have even has been begging
around town for town. It did not occur to him that than last, but it will not be known
fitting.
Any
material
offered Franks' own job to a Callo- several weeks, was arrested
last night they might have left the beaten path
until tomorrow whether the departway county politician. The last time by W. H.
Smith, *pedal policeman for and followed down time little creek to
desired, cheviot., owraPs,
titent will eiteke one or two days
enmeebliras-otte'red
the
Firer;
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hut.
the
light
in
the
The MeornotiVe -deparitertiii
ROOths over
thiswek,
county.
broadcloths and coverts.
houses On Huntington row. The where he had found it, he remounted
has all the work that the force can
There Is just one Issue in this con- house was vacant, and when
Lendlei & LyPatna- and lashed his home into a stiff canter
pomilbli handle and no close down at
Viers are all sizes, but
test for delegate's. It is -k continua- mon.Smith saw the light in the house up toward
the divide that lay between
It in this department Is expected.
don, now oction of Roosevelt's reform .policies or he thought something was wrong. hint and the city. The
story was growmore of th 9 larger sizes,
cupied by Dr.
a reactionary movement- -toward old Piekard was sleeping upstairs on a ing plainer to him, though as yet he
WIWI. Taft stands for the Roosevelt pile of straw with his feet to a big could not piece It all together. Its
Remember these garStamper.
Wilkie, and anti-Taft means ante fire in the grate. He had pulled sev- posaibilitles stabbed him with such
Possession
ments will go at about
Roosevelt. Fairbanks can not claim eral planks from an out house, and horror that he cried out aloud and beat
to be heir to the Roosevelt policies, was using It for kindling. This morn- his steed into faster time with both
March 1;1908.
because his own papers in Indiana and ing he was fined $30 and costs for bandit and feet. To think of tbosedwo
Rt. Nicholas-John Menaniel. St
Louie: Miss Julia !loll. St. Louis; J.
those be has subsidized in Kentucky disorderly eonduet, and was given a ruffians fighting over this girl as though I
she were the spoils of pillage! He
L. Random, Clinton: fe. I.. Bowden,
are abusing Roosevelt and his poll earn' plaee to sleep In the city jail
must overtake tbe Kid- be-would! The
Hope. Ark.; Mack BrtiockieA Hope.
cies
possibility that be might not threw
Ark....W. M. Bryne, Fenton, Ky.: IC
Another thing is observable: FairIntent Dies et Symonds.
him into such ungovernable mental
.1. Dram, Dyetorhurg: 0. le Builteen,
banks. leoraker and Cannon are not
Now ir the time to buy your jacket
The four-weeks-old infant of Mr. chaos that be was forced
to calm himTyline, Ky.: . W. .1.*Ayers, Bryan, 0.:
flatting sack other
In any Waie or and Mrs. Irvin Bolton, of Symsonia, self
Alen went mad that way. H.
Lyman Jones. Flortwand, Mo.; B. D.
district, where one shows superior died this morning of pneumonia. The could not think of
It. TOO gasping
Fraagn, Dawson Syringe: R. T.
strength the others hold aloof Where funeral was held this afWritoon. The creature In the roadhrente spoke all too
Flynn. s'ar Ulna Works;s W. H. Taythey have no show they plead for an burial IPSO is the Bolton (*motor/
well of the Bronco's detettninatIon.
lor, Vi; •,bbeirg, ky.
oninaerio fed delegation in this (-nun
Anti Tet, who of thaw who bed known
- Pal nier-W
the Kid in the peat wirldikdiaega .that
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Baking Powder

The only Baking Powder made
with Royal Grape Cream of Tartar
-made from grapes-

IN METROPOLIS
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Insures healthful and
delicious food for every
borne-every day
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- -trthur le) we t to Princeton yeeterdat as a
eittie•• in the plosecutton of a mall
named J. C. Black, who is accused of
fraud by representing that he hied
U. Ilk C'. Chapter Has intereeting
properly in McCracken county. The
%iodating emit Announced.
Meeting.
case was continued.
The
isoillsorilla
_Coolies;
•
Poet of
Paducah thapter, Flitted Daughters
Judge William Reed returned from
March 2 sate:
the Coofederaey, met yesterday Benton at noon today, having adAd
"Announcement has been made of afternoon at the Woman's
club house journed court until tomorrow mornWit. miteriage of Miss Deorgia Brown. with Mrs.
Roy McK.nnet as the hos- ing.
3 lb. eau Totiustoes .
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. George tess-I. It was
an intereeting and largely
Chief of Police James Collins is ill
Can Corn
Brovne of Paducah, to Mr. Gemore attsnded
meeting, with several visitors of the grip today, and unable to be it
Berry, of lamisville,
Omega Flour, per sack
TuesdaY. present. In the absence of the presi- the city hall.
Febreart 25. The wedding was very Went and vice-president.
Potato Chips.-per box..
Mrs. McKinMrs. Katherine Temple. of Maxon
(pact. only. the relatives and a few OS ney
presided.
Large Florida Oranges, per dozen
Mills, is the guest of her daughter,
ilmate friends being present. •
Routine business and reports occu- Mrs. S. Z. Holland. of Grahansville, toImported Sardines, per can--_-_
-Mr. and Mrs. Berry are now In the
pied the attention. of the chapter in day.
clot, whiter they will make their Opening.
Mushrooms, per can _
it was agreed to co-operate
Mrs. W. H. Sallee and little son.
20C
home."
Kunguats, per
with the other. U. D. C. chapters Master Gregory Sallee, of Danville,
-25C
.through the south In any eurk under- are the guests of Mr. and Mrs. W. H.
Quart Jar Pickles
20C
Charming 1). .t. It, I Nokia-hit ffeceptem taken to relieve the family_ of
James Humphrey. 11120 Jefferson street.
Barley, per pkg..- .....
The CototrIal Soo given by Paducah Ryder Randall. the author
of "Mao -Miss Lizzie Martin, of Jefferson
1' neap Os.. 2 cans
chapter. Daughters of the American land, My Maryland." hu
have been street, is the guest of Mrs. Ed Yost,
hevehition, at the home of Mrs. W. left in a destitute cendition
Tongue Jel!v. per pound._
by his of Greenville.
A. Gardner testertiat afternoon from death. Eight new
members were rei
Mrs. II. R. Winston. 112; JefferFancy Broglie it Bacon, per pound______4 to t;
k. eas a twattlifel (eva- celved Into the *taint!.
son street, is ill at her home
sion
'and
a
large
?mother III glle_StS
ialley Celery. Head Lettuce, Caulittour, Fancy Tomatoes.
The literary Mid Perocal program
_ Mrs. lnea Wissilettoisf-Hottry; l'enno
WCTI
, present.
ea.. nowt woe especially attraceive
Milt. W. C. Is the guest of Mrs. Thomas Baker.
of
attest eve
all of its aposisomentie Gras sang with eyintiolietic charm. Noith Ninth
street.
Th. double (espresso hestleas nom the Mrs. James Young
rei lied very deMr. Hal Corbett returned front a
South Second street. lase oight. The hall into the pieteter was unsoiled in lightfully a clever little civil war business trip to
Little Rock today.
Antairleati
flags
ear was on the track and *as hocked
atiii the decoration, Poem written by her
Mr. Charlee Evans is Mat his home
tastes. Mrs.
were paltheitt -throteshout. (41111II' Horace II.
last night.
Cough.
-Saved BY in Rowiandtown with prmumonia.
COStIMII -S -and less'doiteit huir a lei:see.'
-- Mr Eariejotnes. who has been
Mrs. W. G. Wheelie-Id Oar"
Mrs. Frank E. Green left today foi
in the coal business nearly a tear, has worn by the (toter hootofssee audi-t a spiendid paper bearing on "Military Cineinnat1 to yisit
relatives.
so-Dr. Gilbert, osteopath, 400 Hi Pouted
to
the
pletures(eueobrilliaticy of the allioteuvers Around Padecah." Dainty
a partnership wish Mitchell &
Mr. R. B. Phillips and son, Joseph
Broadway. Monet96.
soots
lb-owning. under the inrni name of
refreshments were servid at the Seeker Phillips. returned home last
-Forum for real estate agents for Mitt
R. es lying sills Mrs. Gardner :n the eloseef the program.
hell, Ores eing-&-seempany.
evening from French Lick Springs.
sale at this oak°.
&elide par- lois acre: The Rev. G. TS
Misses Lucy Thomas and Gras,
Three members of the ehapter. now
-Mr. H. O. Hollins has left theSullivan. I). D., MTS.
iloones Mrs. :lying out of the city.
were present: Gardner, of eilayfield, spent yestordas
city for a Iwo montha, and I have acSlain-Ice It. Naeh. Mrs. Meehan! S.
Mrs. H. H. Ceugh. Mrs. James A. In Paducah.
quired an intereet in his beehives ad
Wi
3Irs. Lithe
airs. &mi- Young. Mrs. Albert Weep.
Miss Verna Evers, of Mayfield, has
Mr. W.
obeli lobk after it for him. Any inll, I Brown _Pulliam. Mrs. S. ft Moore,
returned home after a visit to her
Whitefteld,
of
the
James
formation with
T..
Welreference to any
Moe Fannie Atterd, Mrs. Sittile Nieto
two camp, I'. C. V., was also an ap- grandmother, Mee Rood, of this city.
branch of it wtH receive prompt atGeorge Goddard went to Padusith
preciated visitor.
tention If you will call up'The Sun
"
Iti the reception hail were: Mlie
today to look after his little eon,
Miss Mary K. Sowell all be - the (..!
office. Both phones 358. E. J. PasEines Morrow. Mrs. Leslie Soule.
Jr., who is in
Riverside
April hostess of the chapter at. the -"Pr-ge
'
Mts. I. 0. 1Valker.- MT's. James Baldhospital. recovering Irons an opera'.
Oman
:
club.
-Dr Warner veteceserriwno-Treatwise Mrs Giorgio
liart.
tion.--Mayfield Monitor.
mesa of domestic an mats. Both
- The dining room was most eIfeeeve
phones 131.
Birthday
Party
Ali,*.
for
McKay,
in its decorations. The table was ar--We can give you the finest car-,
Mis.: Grace eleKay entertained scone
tiptivally appointed. The center-piece
triages rin the city for wedding, ball' Fee was discoreied mu the rear of,
of her fr:inde with a delightful birthrest
eartiatione.
set
stint
omit
of
the
Hudson
Flouse. 14h̀8S a la: gv basket or
and theater calls. our prices are low- '''
handle tied sith a big bow of red (1st- part at her home on North Sixth
Incorporated.
er than those 'barged for like services 2sis North Fouttli .1 .'et, last night at
Light refreshments were
I
rili/won.
Fern :eaves were gracefully street.
In any city in America. Our service II teeke k. and the central fire cOMIn flatikruptcy.
,scattered „peer th.: tall,'
The leer serveO. Among those present 'ere:
Is second to none, and the bestirs rhi, pato called to extinguish
itie
lotze
he.
Referee in Bankruptcy
W. Bag;homilies held red. ond white mints. eitsses Alma- and - Pearl Mayhew,
G.
Company.
C.
;
Walton,
Transfer
night
Palmer
cello
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city.
locate. Wells, Fannie and-Deis Ashby, by yesterday overruled the exceptions
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Inne*Pon
office,
slid
was
ca'ed to the front
- Carriage work of all kinds.
FOR RENT-Furnished rooms;
served. Mrs. I.1 ot d Boswell- Fannie and Annie Artist; Messrs. Ar- of Trustee John Rock to about ito
ilossi to te•ople On the str, ea who had
Painting. repairing_ ru bber tires;
modern conveniences. Apply 5-03
lien claims against the estate of the
Ashby,
thur
Clarence
Redwine,
Ed
Spring wagons made to order. We own the blaze. After the alarm war P"urell the ei)ff"''' Receiving at the'
6outh Fifth.
•s.
Furniture Manufacturing
Miller. Charloe Paducah
dining-mem deer were Mrs. L. -S. On- Meleay. Charley
offering special Inducements for turned Into the Central station,
canmany,
and
allowedthe
clainw
TAKEN UP at Church's stock farm,
Perry
as
Garvey.
Walter
Burton.
early orders. Sexton Sign Works. boarders were await-yes-II from the Bois and Mrs. Kitty liteitlis in colonial
a black Sow and Poland China gilt.
costume. Assisting in the dining- Elmer Forest, Finis ,(311bert. Mr. and prior liens. The referee sustained
sloping apartmeute
Phone 491.
eta.rs. All ot
the objection to about 11 claims.
Owners can have same by paying for
A.
Joiner,
Mrs.
Mr.
and
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Joitiei
oom
were:
Mrs.
Mildred Davis. Mrs.
For het's, numbers, door ['latest, them cooped without itio injury.
March 19 was the dm- met to pass upand Mr. and Mrs. D. Fletcher.
Subtocrilwrs inserting want ads in their keep and for this notice. .
The We startso in a 4.1„,w t in t he m'Aeree K. Wheeler. Miss Helen
braes eteu. .1s, brases mei alumni's's'
the question of 'bringing site to
WANTEW-Ten young men or
1 siert end Miss Willie Willis
The Sun will kindly remember that
checks of all kinds. rubber type signs, second stoo and the f nib idi
foreclose a mortgage held by the forra '` "' "g I
(lisehoo. Checker midi Whiet
m3rhi,ty
At th
ess. orbs Diamond Stamp ‘11/04
front
all such items are to be paid for when ladies at a guaranteed salary of 881
door
litre
atiseee
1111 - 1.1
-when the no.
newt
decide
.
company,
and
also
to
The annual smoker and election of
Call at 940
the ad Is inserted, the rule applying to $9'tt per month.
Works. 11e *Toth Third, Phone lea. !addle* -reached' the lire, but it wad Edith Sherrill and leniee Campb+41
wfiother ear- not the See !Mares of
Trimble,
greeted the guest.. A feature of the thO Chess. Checker and Whitt Out
to every one without exception.
-City aubeeribers to the DallY extinguished after an
hour's hard!
sill be held_ In the club rooms to- stoek in the Eagle Mining company
FOR RENT-Eight room house
FOR dry wood, old phone 2361.
Sun Who wish the delivery of their atok. The loss ell:- amount to 1P1". rtainment wars the Liberty dance
should be sold.
Tittle lo Verne Pit:eel!, la a night. At thg conclualon of the busirner Sixteenth and
Monroe. Hot
papers stopped must notify our Col- Mete, ;Com sith $7tto in.-prance in givn
FOR
appraisers
bankrupt
The
heating
esof
and
the
stevewood
rink
ness seeslon and program 3. O. Hood.
cesteme °fetid, white and blue.
water heated. All modern improvelectors or mak• the • requests direct ho' nou,hold goods
The house Is
437.
Robertson
reported
that
tate
F.
S.
Levin.
of
L.
of Boston. Maso.. the fancy pool exments. Apply to 1532 Monroe.
to The Stun olinee. No attention will owned by .Mr. I.. Graham and was 111litTY your coal of C. M. Cagle. Best
pert. will give an exhibition and prob- a value of $1.125 hart been placed
Pretty Party for Mies Mitchell.
be paid to such larders when ghee seared- rho ironselsold g.;(0db on- 4 tie
FOR RENT-The two-story house.
on the hotel and saloon fixtures-own- lump 12e at yards. New phone 975.
tOst
eerner 16th and Tennessee, also small
to carriers. Sun Publishing Co.
Mrs O. J. ...Mitt hell, of i623 Holt ably play with Rune of. the /oval ed by Robertson.
suffered damage from water
COOK WANTED-Apply at 91a seottage ois llth
soin street. charmingly entertained on celebrities.
to...ottani. 'a -Orr , lawn sow more than the fire.
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Broadway or both phones 415.
hoed. Fiower
ftranson's lawn
Motidao • sr I.. in honor Orricr liwee.
and Clark. Apply to Jake Biederman
Sao- a Tlekt.
Court.
Police
In
Evergreen
(rove.
FOR SALE-Buggy horse. Nis- Grocery Co. seventh street.
a..51 that Irma.. iirenlon'a Floarr
This morning About 4 o'cloek the Wiss lesontile
Mitehel;, aho leaos•
The docket In police caul. this mornMrs. Robert Kremzer is entertainShop. :.29 Broadway.
!light
k wits eateeing the building :non for a 'oilmen in the we-t for hes
ing was: Gaming-Rich Richardson,, phone 1464.
LADIES-Our catalogue explains
leg
Evergreen
Croke.
W.
C.; No. 11.
Co_ offer. for when he heard a clinking of
rt. In. nts
It.
WANTED--One second-band roller, how we teach hairdressing, manicursilver- lotelth. Music and games sere the this afternoon at her home, No. 922 colored. $20 and coals. Disorderly
Otis!
at
books
Site aft k five _tolloalng
Jerre in tiw dining room. Ile (orrice dive:pone of the evening .A beautiful
eonchict--Will Drake and Jessie Har- top desk in good condition. Call ing, facial nsassage, etc., in a few
South Fifth street.
:throe-course luncheon wai-eerved In
ones! "Port et Missing Man." a lamp to the room and found al
din. cored, $10 and coats; John either phone 1563,
weeks, mailed free. Moler College.
un-1.1telf a 14,11:114.,- -Garien of' Allah." known negro man taking the kelvins the arbistit alit dteorated dining rosin),
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and St Lutilse Mot
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spent twe days in the city last week. support of child-Henry Mansfieki, Adams. Sewerage connection. Old; FOR SALE--Smith property. West
the Motor.- "lien Weir."
table! _ When the intruder !pled Wal- 'pretties catried out. Those present
colored, $20 and costs. False swear- Phone 2791.
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Louisville Evening Post.
-- - It is Orwhatte the bookkeeper ton he ran through the kitchen
ing-Herbert Jetties, colored, conand ;were.: Mr. and Mrs. C'. J. Mitchell,
Miss
Margaret
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Park
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m cottage. Address M. E. Adcock, R. F. D. NO. 1.
room
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Fee-time:1
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for
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Graves,
Jones,
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tinued until tomorrow.
itoiow. Walton
from St. Louis after a short visit.
;Paducah, Ky.
Apply at 1335 Trimble street.
Utt fel: from a 1.t.ildcr eseterlay and struck tht• fellow wish a lamp, but he ; Cho eley Gregory. Katie Winfret . FanMrs. John J. Beers and daughter
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Ideal Meat Market

1
------°°"•-'""'""'"''' Louis Mingns, Lester tt alli• ,

IN SOCIAL C1RCLE5

HART HAS

WEDNESDAY'S SPE CIA L8

10c
-- 10c
85c
10c
25c
1 Oc

At Factory Figures

Which Saves the Freight

10c
25c
25c
-18c

*-

Banta Incubators, Banta
Brooders, Hen and Chick
Feed, Grit, Oyster Shell

LOCAL NEWS

And a Complete Line of Poultry Sundries

NIGHT CLERK AT
HUDSON HOUSE HAS
STRENUOUS TINE

PR.

ISO

GEO. 0. HART & SONS CO.

NEWS OF COURTS

•
•

s-

•

St

r

I

'nil

4

JUS ARRIVED

•

Just Received Fresh Ship-

1

ment of the Famous

A Fresh
Shipment
'MULLANE'S'
WOODLAND GOODIES
ASSORTED TAFFIES

Gilbert's Drug Store

R.,,,,a

HUDNUT'S

TOILET
PREPARATI ONS

I

When a customer
asks,"What's the newest
styles for business
suits?"
We can point to four
different styles from one
to four buttons, and
every one designed by
n artistic tailor who
studied the trend of
fashions for young men.
Our spring !in e is now
ready for your inspection.

Lib Mies 156

S.11. WINSTEAD

4th and Broadwty

1?evuiy

1

riirmithed

•

•
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,much more frequeutl) than do theme
in the %bite schools.
01011111MINIMENI
I am very much pleased to report
Soma Paellarels Peopie Have Learned
Give US a Share Of Your
Bow to (let Rid of Both.
that the teat-hers in our white schools
have to resort to these extreme IlonaFla( kache end Kidney ache are twin mires au salskon. The Washer who has
brutheix
to resort to atuipeonliou or corporal
AH Kinds Of
You can't separate theta.
puutehment frequently is laolsone In
Reelected to Succeed Iiimmeit And you can't get rid of the back- the elentents of socceiniftal leadership.
ache until you cure the kidney ache. Of exiunets teachers gad prinelegly
Icor Next Two Vous
severe
if the kitl4e)* are well and strong. heves oocasiottells to restaft
the rest of the system Is pretty sure to immunise* with *QUM pupils. al,t1 when
.,Doan's Kidney Pills make strong, these eases come. up, prompt and ea
be in vigorous health.
fective memorise nowt he take* to
s. Welshes (lumen Trustee Proem healthy
kidneys.
protect the school; from their inFourth Ward to succeed Dr.
Thomas Housman, of 1143 North fluence. OeceakusaUy, we have a boY
.35,4
Phoive 7t311
Warner. •
C.
Thirteenth street, Paducah, K3'.. WS- and much more seidoca, e girl, whose
"Doan'e Kidney Pills, which I pro- ingtienou and elamplee are such that
cured al DuBois & Co.'s drug store a In self protection for the others pupils.
few months eat), have done more for theoe tneorrigibles must be trucluded
oris I SI. SKSPHON 1
CALLED
me than WAY other medicine' I have trout etchool.
We do this tot' the
ever taken for lame back and kidney same reason that
farmer removes a
trouble. For a time my kidneys were diseased sheep from his tiock In
LOCAL MARKET.
,all. The utarixtors 16.11 that the peoProf. J. A. Carnagey, eupari.utead- SO bad that I was not *hie to work /nave the lives of the untainted. School
Bushels of gres..ns were offered for ple must bate .quAt eating greepe.
of *chemise was ttaanituouely re-- and was solder the doctor's care for tmettera Most be kind and ronaiderate.
sale this morning, but the demand Every bench had greens and lettuce elected last igight by the school board some time. I finally got relief and but they must be firm. They pow
was far (tom satirfactot v. Several this morning. and the market resem- (or two years. commencing August 1, sent bach to work but I suffered most have the hastrof steel in the velvet
wc.c.ke ago it was intpossilele for the _bled a d ay in soling with the fresh 190-b. There wits &to ounsiikorslios or of the time with my back until I be- IOW, in other words.
titer must be
marketers to supply tiot demand. Yesanother candidate for the Piece am, gan using DoaMs Kidney Pills. They master but not tyrant. Children IIII14t
1frday Morning the price was 40
the ouly question coaskiered with gave me relief in a short time and be trained, not thwarted In their
Pitchvr Adak. Joss wa‘s that the ieference to the election was the pro- now I feel as .f I could not do with- school life.
teats a husbel. and th.s flouring a
bushel was offered for .3d. cents, but third Latsu is the hardest p.
on on priety of electing a superintendent out them in the house. A few doses , At this time, I wish to ask you to
they were offered lint that is al-out !hii club.
for mote than -one :.ear. The ma- taken now and then _keep me fret. eonsider the advtgability of providing
jorit) fevered the longer term. and from min, no lame back and I am eels of Mops for the different buildwhen the election was betel all cost- able to work every day without suffer- ings and sets of supplenseutary readarred in it. §uperintendelit Carus- ing. It is a great comfort to know of ers for the grades.
No up-to-dete
lezey is comigeting his lest year. and a remedy that can be re:led. upon and school attempts to get along wit-hoes
his conduct of the echools has met the I know that Doau's Kidney Pills are supplying the equipment and the maentire *perusal o.f the board.
His such."
te:W:5 necessary for doing the best
For sale by al dealers. Price 50 work. Our schools have neither map,
salary was increased $5041 the year.
Foster Militia, Co,, Buffalo. nor supplementary books. We afe
making it $2,300, to provide for a cents.
You get handsome, well
N. Y.. sole agents for the United almost in the positiou of those people
stenographer.,
appointed carriages
Stalls.
who were compelledlw the Egyptians
New Teener.
when I Nerve you. We
Remember the name--Doan's---- to make bricks without straw. We
et etpronit` personal atAs euguestei ta The Son yesterday,
cannot teach reading or geograPhY
tention at all times.
•
former Trustee I'. S. Waletoe sae and take no other
unless we have the proper equipment.
elected trustee from the Fourth -ward
to all out the unexoired term of Dr. Cooper. Clifford iteddick and Marion any more thill a carpenter ran build
a house without tools or material. I
C. G. Warner until an election may LeRoy.
They w:11 reeeibe 2% cents a name feel sure that t is en1) necessary. for
le held. Trustee Walston has proven
me to call your attentlortto our needs
himself to be one of the best fitted for their work./
in these lines.
men in the city for the work, and bath
hiceliamssue 111141•44111.
always taken a great interest in the
At a' later date.
elall be phoebe('
Heavy mreen-- were directed to be
:ity schools. While the calsens of the placed over the basement window of to report to you conceiving my visit
Fourth ward and the city at large re- the Washingt'on building. Drain pipes to the department of superintendents
gret .the inability of Dr. Warner to to carry off atorny water from the at Washington. serve out his term, the -choice of his west side of the WashIngtoWTAffiding
At this time. I 'should like to call
successor leaves the °Mee competent!) were ordered laid. lime fence around youip attention to some *gums gleaned
filled.
the Franklin school was ordered re- from the answers to SOIL* questions
Sped& Weeks,
paired. The saitter of changing cloak sent by - me to parents early In Jan.
Trustees Iliondursnt. Kelly. By rd. looms at the Jefferson building was uary of this year. In &newer to the
Maxwell. Karnes. Murray. Clements, postponed until next summer. The question, "Do you think that our
Hills, Winstead. Farley and Morris Benno! abroond committee twill itsk the schools would be benefited by adding
011111..WWIIIMPOMmal
l
were prusent last night. and allowed board of public works for permission manual .training subjects." 263 bay
h.ils and salaries amounting to $5.- to gravel the extension of South Yes. while 95 say no. About lee de
946.79.
Twelfth street so as to 'include it in not answer the question at all, an!
e playground of the new Longfellow about 50 say they do not kqon enough
A epeeist! seemane was Called for
March 17 to consider further the mat- school. The grounds of the Whittier *bout it to express an opinion. In
answer to the question. "Do you think
ter of it-11111[m Isonds for $17.0en to school will be graded and graveled.
Superintendent Carnages was di- ta cow 111trelaLciaunitt would be,a good
eerier the delicit created by the ereeuires to make out a requisition for thing in our High !schools," 344 ea)
m.tea.
,tion of two new school buildings. As q
I
that time E. H. Pnryear will be ores- such school room supplies as he re- yes, while 21 say no. About lee do
not anesser the queries& at all
I
-* ut aud explain the manner in which
His annual report submitted last -would rcrommend to your honorable
this' may be done.
board it careful consideration of both
Former City elerk W. H. Patter- night is as follows:
of these questions. In view of the
-on was Oresea list aftht and stated Hon. Hoard of Sdneation, City:
GunLeaten: I present herewith my large number of people who seem to
!hat the city. owes the school thou
4andi of dollars pro rata from back statistical report for the month of favor the introduction of both of these
..
tazsM collected. The board will in- February. 1908. On January 31, the subjects into our sehoois, it would be
first semester for this year closed. Wise for the board to investigate the
quire into this further.
The following enumerators of the The total enrollment in the 'schools matter carefully before we begin to
outline our plans and policies for the
up to that date was:
.cholastic population were elected:
In the.whtte schools, 2.662; in the neg sclool seer. My own opinion is
George Lehnhard, Firs( ward: .1.
B. Gilbert 'Second ward; Morris M. colored atboolm-903, making 3,565 that introduction of these subjects
Farley. Third ward; A. L. Robertsoo, pupils in all. Oa February 2. ws sill heti, os to keep our pupils le the
er., tourth ward: J. Henry Smith. opened work In our new schools, the echnots liv tfie upper greties End the
Pfth ward. and Oeorge 0. ingrate. Longfellow and the Whittler. and bar- High *shoo& This Is a problem that
ring some little confusion, due to the is confronting peducab. and we want
Sixth ward.
Other eandOates were: John F. change of boundar:es. and the net-es- to hett:e the queations righi
(ta!ereseseateoL)
t'ery truly yours,
Nicholson. W/0. Wisiedleid, Gore H /Hy of readinsting pupils. to suit the
HOUttie
J A. CARNAGEY. &apt.
Brown, Crites Schmidt, Otto Ham- new conditions, everything has gone
March 2,- 1994I trust that as noon as
ilton. A. W. Toownsend. H. L. Harr?- on .moothly
, Osaka W4/14s. Jobs Wittains, J. minable the school yards at the "S%
Hawk Foolielswers.
Jacksoe, W. N. Levan, Jr., H. H. buildings will be graded up so that
"When attacked by a cough or a
Keane, N. A. Theeppeen.• Cl)de weean use the grounds for playcold, or when you" throat is sore it1grounds.
Since the opening of the second rank foollsituess to take any other
semester, on February 3. there have medicine than Dr. King's New Disbe. a 107 new white pupils enrolled covery," says C. 0. Elheithge. of Ksre, Ga. "I have usiel New-Discovery
:4e4 37 new colored pupils, making a
10:51 to date of 2.769 white pupils seven sear? and I know It is the best
and 910 colored pupils, or a total of remedy on earth for coughs and colds,
3.7o9 children enrolled since Septein- croup and all throat and lung trou
tree 9. 194.7. There have been an Isles. My children are subject to
actual attendance during February of croup. but New Discovery quickly
2.175 thildten. The- average dare cures every attack." Known the
attendance in all the erhools was world over Si the king of thivat an.1
2.10,1. g very good showing consider- Jung remedies Sold touter atittrantuo
ing the fact that there were several at all druggists. 50c and $1. Trial
very Inclement day', which cut dawn bottle free.
the attendame very materially, and
"Do you favor older lock," inthe further fact 'the measles and
mumps have affected the attendance quired the man who takes a mild inIn irOlrhe
of the city. 'It is also terest in Panelists neaten. "I do,"
gratifying to note that the number of answered the bibulous citizen. "Also
tardy eases has decreased from Gall ;arger
CourierIn January to 4:4 in Febtuary. it is Journel.
a matter of considerable anxiety to me
_
tibia our people do not sertit to realize
It Does the Buosimmess,
Mr. E. E. Chambersiln. of Clinton.
tke necessity ol. having their children
get to school on time. In the Sunday Kahle, says of Bucklen's Arnica Silva:.
"It. 4044 the beldame-. I havo-tieed It
!schools of the city. I uote *hit
tankers and children are very often for piles and it cured them. Used it
behind the time set fur opening. One for chapped hands and It cured them
of the moat important lessons out Applied it to an old sore, and it healei
children can learn, tt-geems to, me. Is It without leaving a scar
'
beldad." 24e
that of being prompt. everywhere at all druggists.
In tottalness and life the importance of
Many think they are /sold bersit-e
promptness ia emphasized. amid unless
our Children form the WOO in their they enjoy entertalniqg the devil.
soot days. they must learn it
Moneydoesn't always make the
theotHik what may prove to them unpleasent experience in some line of mare go ander the wire first.
business. It Is not a mere tad or reammmeggimmegmamamenmemmintinnen

J. A. WHAM
UNANIOUS CHOICE
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CORTRIGHT METAL SHINGLLS

r
d ,

Its•

k
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LE AK

Irurace

!SEVER

tio

E. J. PAXTON

11LLARD SANDERS

The Best Carriage
Serrice in PAW!

HARRY

What never leak? Exactly; never leak, never needs repairs of any
kind, and last as long as the building itself. Neither melting snow, nor
the worst driving rain can possibly .reach the intenor

of the

4

building

that's coveted with Cortright Metal Shingles. Pretty good recommetc
dation isn't it?
in addition we might add they're tire-proof and lightning proof too.

Think of it! and rhey.are not as elpensive as other

'onus of roofing. Stcp in and we'll show them to sou.
Scriti for a 56-osife booklet, “Rightly Rooted Buildings,- free.
& CO.. l'AISUCAIII, 141.

(ilth).

ONCE A YEAR YOU GET THIS CHANCE
r-

Our Fifth Annual Clearing Sale at
Books and Sheet Meek
BEGINS SATURDAY. FEBRUARY

g9

Never before have wa made such sweeping reductiuns- never
have much exceptiotisl values been shown In Paducah. Ocoee
.• .•
• .• .• .•
early to get the pick if our stook. .•
_

AND
D. E. WILSON INE
ma's11110K
IC MAN
Phone 313

Now at 313 Broadway

ANDERSON, PHONE 915

CURTAIN
STRETCH ERS
Plain
Back
With
Stationary
Pins

Easel
Back
With
Adjustible
Pins

$1.50

$2.00

ESTABLISHisill 111174.

THE CITY NATIONAL BANK
1'1M e.tH,

KENTUCKY.
U I T 1..10 STATI104 DE11-01111rOISY.
(*Oat, !Sanaa% and l'adirkird Presets
41100,tion 00
stuirt-hoitier• Ressmassiblility
2041,0ed 041
• I
Total Resposastbliity
6410,000 1141
Depoattues
s. H. HUGHES. Presick•ut. J4*, J. PlUEDMAN. Vier Preakteut(battler. C. K RICHAItIleitLN, A. C'swhice.
J. C. UT'TURIL
INTKISIffillf PAID ON TIME DEPOtilTe.
DlitiCTORel.
B. HUGHES, S. A. POWLR'It. I. L. I'll MI).
A. E. ANSPACHER,
UTTEMOACK. Del J. G.
BRACK OWEN.
MAN. .

THE SAFEST AND QUICKEST WAY TO
IS

i

BY

FOR RAM APPLY TO LOCAL MMUS

(UT TENNESSEE TEL.EPHONE COMP*:

LACE CURTAIN

City Transfer Co.
C. L. Van Meter, Manager.
All kinds of Hauling. Sccond
and Washington Strc,rts.
Warehouse for Storage.
Both Phones 499.

L. W. HENNEBENER CO.

"The
01:4
,
!4IIØTA

t

LONG DISTANCE TELEPHONE

SEE. MODEL IN SHOW WINDOW

Ask for FREE booklet on how to
wash and dry

4

TRANSFER MONEY

Set

Set

•

of Quality"
1011 TIONES

7W.

YOUR FUTURE
may look bright and prosperous— but a ''ealrn idways
precedes a storm." Prepare for the storm in your

life—for the time when
is only WM way to do itof the future.

you

wull

need money—there

-save, apt' you will be

sure

Start today—a dollar will do it.

We inky 4 per oast interest on an savings ok
sonata it Ws with as six months or longer. •

Send a Copy of

Mechanics and
Farmers Satisgs kat'
II ilrudway

THE DAILY SUN
To a Friend One Year
for $2.50

are making a special '-mailing
W E rate
of $2.50, payable in ad-

vance, for The Daily Sun, which affords you an opportunity to remember
your relatives or friends very nicely
with what is virtually a daily letter
from home;

Phone 358
And the Paper Will Start
At Once.

•

fancy that I am here advocating. but
an important phase of instruction.
Aside front the wrong habits that
children learn by coming to school
whenever they get reedy, the work of
schools is hindered by the late-cow
lag of so many pupils.
There svere but eight cases of trualici In the mimed, during the month.
and only four cases of suspension. In
the white schools there wee but one
ciuse'of corporel punishment. In the
colored retools there were twenty
caws There are twenty-two tuition
pupils In the schools. On the whole.
the puerto are very trerfahle and ceseMenu In fact, the (.arvs of oolleseal
punishment and suspension are neusually few. The teachers of the colored sehoel • %tom to find it
eery to resui
cot-poral euulahnient
.

;

JIM

We Use the King of All
Bosom Ironer s.--Why?

...POR

01.411

First-:-Beearnie it irons smoothly, not rough.

Rubber Stamps and Supplies, Numbering Machines, Band Daters, etc.

Second —The button holes or stud holes match.
TLird— Negligee shirts with

and

button3 are ironed

perfectly

without injury.
Fourth—It irons either stiff or plaited bosoms like new, and
is missing.

the "hump" so often seen

014°
oNr-re''
401.

No other like it in

sending
0

Satisfy yoaraelf

by

it'

STAR LAUNDRY

Qc

At115 vow St.

West Kentucky.

us your laundry.

Won 351

Belb Plows Ns. 13. North Fowl& IL

9

fi t;ST) Vi Ai k RCN 4

rilr I. 1)1 (

`IV

EvENthafgEN
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NEW LAW

After Once Tasting

FISH DEFEATED
KIDNEY API
IN LONG FIGHT BLADDER TROUBLE

DRAUGHON'S

•

114,114 for ,11/14,41,dequatti awl IlXiud

compensation. and In conformity with
the ;WI bald ,dcbern by the suprent•
court should 1141.etactelL.
•
The question of the eonservatIon
of natural resburetis is of absorbing
interest. The pfoblem involves the
passed by fvongress forh.Aunte ta-at1roa4
,,perators Working more than nine hours•
futitee welfare of all our people, Ti..
tow ahout 30,000
Llay. haus created
neglect it meatis that private Interests
sam ,re I el t•Vi'll pli pvi ators than can now he
For
Control
of
I.
V.-Stock
Simby
This
Relieved
Readily
•ecure.l. icaliroadirozintosiiiro hare rut ran..
with speed& privileges, will obtain
lelekfraphy
Impartments
ol
no
one
wants
an
road wires auto
old-fashholders Elect Directors.
Which Anyone control without just compensation
Mixture
ple
ioned cod liver oil preparaand without due regulation, uf the
Can Prepare at Rome at a fuel, timber and water resources of
tion or emulsion, because
Practical Business Colleges.
the country. The first steps to preVinol is a much better body- Titus HI. Suecereior, but %Lail eerie. Stuall Cost.
For trAollet, **Why Learn Taleirraphye
vent such a calamity have been taken.
caU oe addrows duo. E. Itniuction• rots. at
builder and strength creator
Italy Feu Weeks When J. t)telen
Conservation is definitely Included in
PA1)UCAW.-414 Broadway.
.trittour Will Take seat.
for old people,weak children,
the general policies of the Republicau
(10:411.1watatL)
and for coughs, colds, bronA SIMPLE RECIPE IS GIVEN party.
nu.INEas Melt ley DR4IT1•11(neS IS yinil chitis,etc. If it does no
• Taft the Man.
good
III$T. Til kgI months' Ikaiitkoseping by
"Thus we welcome the coming
lidtAU011oN's copyrighted method* equals
STPNVESA NT
FISH
VACATES.
will
we
return
your
money.
aggoody
U.
the
I.
111X adaewhere. 7•S of
eampaign-the record is made -we
W. II. kilcl'HER.SON. Druggist.
POSTERS write the risirthand Praughon
.s a prescription that asyone
are ready to choose our leader, and
teacher. Write for prices on leering in StaidPaducah. Ky.
can mix at home. Any good prescripband, lhadklewpieta. eorunanatilp. etc., gy
again a son of Ohio is the destined
to 17 f‘latello - can
itemisepharmacy
tion
the
ingreMAIL or AT MAIM. $O collsiest
Cideago,
Mardi
4.-A long straitman. Our people have 'made their
POSITIONS awn roil or MON IT itaelL k.ntar
gle fur control of the liIIolg Central dients named at little curt; being coin- selection-William 14. Taft. He stands
DEsPkliATE NH liDEItEit
Sy Waal no vacation. Ostalagee YAMS.
eittract,
vegetable
t, it is harm prominentSURI44PUNDI•:1) IN A BARN. ended at least temporarily -yesterday Dosed of
among the purest, wisest,
when the oft-adjuurned annual meet- lees and inexpensive. Best of all it and. strongest nhen of the nation.
His
ing .Of the stockholdete held a final does its work well, relieving even the experience
at the bar, on the hence,
Clark0,urg. W. Va.. Mareh 4.- session
worst forms of bladder trouble, fre- Ia
and elected feat' director*,
high executive office; his unusual
Evittrk--Johnaow. a nfgrolint
eritly fornial protests recorded quent UrinatIon, backache, kidney
capacity for administrative and executouk refuge In a barn near here early
11111101TRI) TO TRIAD Ala
by the -interest* itesiled by SloY vel'a ht. complaint, and by Its direct action
tive work, his brilliant success in it:
today and shot arid injured throe perKE11113CIET.
Fish wh.eh had Men opposing the upon the eliminative Mole of the kidhis long experience and thorough
sona. The barn is surrounded by
administration
of
most
neys,
makes
these
the
road,
vital
organ'
E.
H.
[forgist Maim Bo* Idirerk. DEW over 540 persons. Th., bh.•riff has
knowledge of the nation's fairness
eman and John Jacob Actor were re- rid the blood and ,system of waste
asked for uillitia. Johneob Is accused
and &dwarf Wert a spocialcy.
elected to ilye-isiord: 0. (1. Harken- matter and uric acid which causes vrhole9eonled- honesty and courage,
these qualities have won for him the
vie of Premiering a eueired woman named
staff, who has boy n serving as a di rheumatism.
Martin. lie held ethe votive fa hey
admiration, the trust and the loyal
rector since the death of John C.
Het.
Rog eseaped and was tractud to the
* It is; try It if you suffer: vmpport of our people, He Is In hearty
Nestling. was chOsen to fill out the
Fluid Extract Dandelieit. one-half sympathy with the great policies 0,
loam by bloodhounds. •
unexpired term. and Joseph P. Titus onuee;
Compound Karim, one ounce; this administration, not only because
• elreted to suricord rich upon the
fe ',mound Syrup * Sareatiarilla, three he believes in them, but also because
"Little Willie ran away to hunt directorate.
Minces.
be has been one 'of the chief advisors
redskins."
Titus, however, is to serve only a
AGENCY
"Yet?"
Shake well in a bottle and take in in formulating them and One of the
few weeks, president Harahan anstrongest aids in cairying them out.
-Hut he didn't find any until hie nouncing that J. Ogden Armour.
of teaspoonful dome'after each meal aid
leis life has been spent with men who
father had finiehed with him." liar- Chicago. will be chosen in
at
bedtime.
the place
per's 1,Vockl
A well known local druggist Is au- work, whether with musele or brain.
of Titus as soon as stock owned by
Armour can be trarieferfed to his ac- thority for the statement that 9n. He appreciate* and is in sympathl
count on the books, thus making him week* use shows good reeulta in with the movements that made for'
nearly every instance, and such symp- the betterment of the .tworal, social
a stoethoider of record.
Fish was not present at the meet- toms as :ante back, freqnent desire to and Wisteriai conditleos of the peoing and only a Je" of hi allies; were uribate, peln in bladder and even ple. Under his leadership, the Rethere to watch him isitereets. Neither chronic theutnatism are generally re- publican party, true to ita traditions.
was the bulk Of proxies held by Fisb lieved within a few days. the pain and inspired by the spirit of those who
pr.-rented to the proxy committee swelling ditninishhig With eaeti dose.. oreated it and gave their lives that the
from
suffer
pain
If you
union should live, awake to the needs
The report of the body siinwed 5s4,of the e
le:
Its, definite and (eaglet*
any(*use. Dr. Miles'Anti- 08a Alarm out of te,4)eltio outstandin its p
for the future, will.
Pain Pills will relieve it inp, were entitled to be voted and of
with united ranks, add still another
these 5e1,456 were held by Haraban
afterno
bad
and.
leave
-FRI.E
to Its long list of victories." /
The
stneil representthe impor- ation ofcornparalively
effects. That's
stock at • the oleo-tiny -vise
•
REAL ESTATE PRICE LIST. lant thing.
A RANT
Neither do disappointing to the adminietrative
Should be inotarlitne in the home, and
Cale Seni
T•lepboo• for it.
(Onutiawed from page Doe.)
will he if you give it Whites Cream
thew create a habit. More forces. bucaulle with less than two6 Vermrilte. the greatest worm Mediof the outstanding stock votIng
often the attacks become thirds
cine ever offered to suffering humanity
it was toting implausible to ratifly transactions imposed upon the public This remedy is becoming the perma
FRATLRNITY BLDG. less frequent, or disappear legally the act of the,board of dt- as well as upon the stockholder,, for rent fixture of well-regulated housePbe•es 835
holds. A mother with children can't
Iles' rectors in agreeing to ourchase the whom they are in fact trustees. The get
all ogether. Dr.
along without a bottle of White',
PADUCAH. KY.
Cream
Verartfuse In the house_ It Is
Kensitgton
Memobis
and
lesudern
and
its
defrauded
public
had
out
of
been
Pills
Anti-Pain
have no
the
,purest
and best medicine that
State Line railroads.
property and rights upon the puller money can buy.
other effect except to re- andThe
by J. it Oettleeblaeger. Laing Bros
charter of the railroad requirev domain. Such facts have been ex
lieve. pain and .quiet iierv- that 6:12,1100 shares Aide be voted in posed and the offenderneonvicted. It tad C. o. Ripley.
favor of Al** preposition looking to is certainly ,true 'hal tighter confiirritat
AND
LUNCS
'There egn.Amtl-no...reereation in any
-wo -are-wryer without nr:-Mtlire
otherrailevays. Today dence has been shaken by reason of
the putebase
desecration.
Aim- Pain PM.. My husband and
favor
recorded
5)43.946
in
were
only
iitwivi
aublert
to
re
we
Po.. 14.4
those dietitiosures and necessarily legiskit headache until we began using, of the plan to purchase.
timate bu-Inees has suffered to some
end they hav• brukent
theM
them up entirely. bowl think they
The Ketedneton and Eastern runs extent, but such 10118 and suffering was
1661%••• IkAs1 4.. um them far sit months.
from Kensington, Ill.. to Hammond. necessary in' order to root out the
I iiipinino•nil them to every one. A
taw weski ..14u 1 -beard an -old lady
acting as a connecting link be- evils that were sapplat our Industrial
reload was oitk. I went to we her.,
twen the Filmes Content's:nil Serious :ife. Fortunate indeit4 ai-e we- Mit
Rio. was ti.rw 14 with lwaript..•, and
hourly CMS)* with awful backar.
he
footle. The Meniphis and State Line the exposure came when It did. It is
e ,ve her 'mw of the
loft another for her to takeJil.•nt In
iv a belt railroad around Memphis, well 'that the country was awakened
AND ALL DINGAT °NO LUNG TIIGUGLES.
• •tsart tin, They helped hoz right
Tenn.
to the immtnent danger in which we
avrsy. and she 'Wye she Till never be
OIIARATITKI6SATIIITACTOR.
without them again. twat whit
my
stood.
Exposure of wrongs has
_
iron
hueband
Was
taken
OR SIONIT ItitYIINDID.
both sides. and I know he woohl Mee
cleared the air and legitimate bust
diod If It. hadn't been ter. the P.)110,
mess Is toddy stronger and cleaner beta`lee.' then ' half ell hour h.
owoitiug. and woe to bed and siert."
cause of what has been done. The
Melte are the foundations up-in
Allot
H
NM.ILLIL PADUCAN ARO
great majority of oar laboring and
whiten we are building success.
AustInburit.
Your druggist pelts Or MIME Antibinenees meet are honest and the inOur horses are groomed to the
CAIRO UNL
Ita,s Pins, and w• authorize him to
terests they represent are tidily conreturn the price of nem siazatapis (only)
pink of condition always indoor
METHODIST
if it fails to lioneflt you.
ducted, but ,that does not excuse us
equipment the best, yet our
(Incorporated.)
yl'ARTElti.1"
NIEETINtit
Miles Medical Co., Elkhart,Ind
for falling' to expose and mph+ the
prices are extremely reaeonable.
wrongdoer wherever found: he can
RTANSTILLIC.PADUCAR PACILWIT
Next time you want to take a
not be shielded not pardoned for fear
drive, just call
(Dad, Receipt Insaday.)
lUg spren41 Pmpand for Saturday in of injuring his innocent ansociates.
"On the other hand, as to those
leedieirred Style to Which
who say we have not gone far
Steamers Joe Fowler sad Join
.111 .ere
All the patent medicines and
enough; the man Who would destroy
Hopkins. leave Paducah for Wear
toilet artielea advertised in thiP
corporations because some of their
ville and way landings at 11 a. III.
paper are on sale ati
managers have misused their powers.
THE KTIKANIRR DICK
411-421
McPherson's D ro g Store
EPb.ss
Saturday, March 7. will be a big who would prohibit labor unions beLoaves Paducah for Cairo aid inn
Fourth and Broadway.
day with the congregation of Guthrie cause of the evil deeds of some or
landings at I a. at. sharp, daily, an
*Ma St.
100
eopt Sunday. Spec's, emirates rate
Avenue Methodist church, the quar- their leaders, who would confiscate
now in plait from Paducah to Cairo
terly eonference being held at that property because It is unequally disand Mare, with or withoot meals WRY
pace
: and elaborate arrangements tributed, who would have the governarad_rooni. Good mule and tab:Es un
have been made for a great meeting. ment own and operate all public utilisurpassed.
buy horses, The services for the day will begin ties because some have been III or corfor further information apply te
with a sling service Saturday morning ruptly managed, is as wrong in his
sell horses,
8. A. Fowler. Gerforal Pass. Agent, et
at 10:30 o'clock led by Professor judgment of present conditions as are
Given Fowler, City Pass. Agent, at
board horses Tries. The Rev. Dr. .F W. Blackard, those who'cry that we Savo gone too
rowler-Crumbaugh
Oo'a
the presiding elder-will preach at 11 far.
(1,,
a general
Ft-et and Broadway.
o'clock. A basket dinner will be
livery businega.
limn Party Convention.
epread at the noon hour and all are
bItepnblican parte WEI the
invited. The blueness meeting wia resident *ands opposed to both
be held In the afternoon and at night these extremes. We hard chosen the
1)r. G. T. Sullivan, of the Broadway middle ground of sane, practical con
Feerti)11. Ned
)1“.
Methodist church, will preach. Sun- struetive legislation. Measures hitherday morning at 10:30 o'clock there to adopted, as well as those proposel
will be a "love feast" and preaching for carrying out our polictes. hereat -11 o'clock by the Rev. G. W. after .wbile remedying the evils, likepanics.
wise have for their purpose the protection oi the man or corporation who
-11i, not mole kleoply for the sake has acquired wealth leg4timately and
or Ithot ing--nor .lioukI you stay awl Is using,it beneficially: and the preset
,
aiRraceous.IL
ILLINOIS CENTRAL
°endure" deagreenble thinge just t /ration of,00nditknee under wit"- all
D. A. Idsibry. Prof.
t*JR$IQN *BULLETIN.
I'moirdulli
he dikssiged classes of mem will have equal opporroma and Ism Intel Se as dip, flt..i.1 11101 lug I
tunity Tyr the development of their
EM.. WOO.
Tw• large sea*
individual capacities to the highest
Nemo. Raft rooms. Loots*, Lees
_
degree.
no Gob sonlvally Wailed Bold Or
"Under this record of things done
enr.
with confidence we make our pledges
t
OOMMERCIIIII mamma es
for future action.
11111111111.
The following reduced rates
, "The banking and currency system
RN anuouneed
should be made to meet the evetgrow.
'ng
needs of business, and provide an
MARDI GRAS
LOWS
Se
et.
Ti124/4118811E AIME
Kevr Orleans. IA., Marra) 3,
absolittety safe money, when and
mom COMPAN1L
where It Is needed. •
11908.
.
"The tariff should be revised In ac(lageepoested.)
For the above occasion th•
cordance with the Republican policy
Illinois Central Railroad comof protection; schedules should be
FOR Till TRICSEneRli
pany will sell round trip tickgo adjusted as to give our wage worksPTilliM ICH cm YDS!
When you want quali- ems,
ets on February 26, 27, 29,
produreit and manufacture4erette
29 and on March 1 and 2,
benefit of the difference between the
ty,
either
in
Cut
Leaven
flowers,'
Paducah
for
Tennessee
-Rim
190t, for $15 95, gad recost of production at home and
Every M'edisesiday at 4 p. es
turning until March 10, 1908.
floral designs or plants, abroad Under schedules en Arranged
there need he no fear of favors te
a. II. witIGHT
wesse order from
1
.1any monopoly.
"The anti-trust lass elhonid be no
EUGENIC ROBINSON
amended as to pe.hibit unfair ane
For information, apply to
unrearehable combinations, tempting
This compeny Is not reeponstiee
with Ruch An ainendnielit the further
City Ticket Office, Fifth and
for Invoice charges unites collects@
regulation and control al eorPorailons
Broadway or Union Depot.
by the clerk of the boat.
engaged In interstate butanes*, to the
J. T. DONOVAN,
Special eiteursion rates from Pad"
ad fell publieite,of their affairt and
Agt City Ticket CMGs
the certalti puniehmene of any viola.
OM to Waterloo. Far. for the rod
R. 111. PRATHER,
620 lash* ;11.11-Plows
•
Agent union Depot imp
00. Lesvos Padocali oven
Ion of law.
employers'
lialdlity
"the
law, pre44/17 414 4 P. IL
.
114111111111=1.11111.11111111111811M WW111
warreed

. e'. Peyton,
levoident,

REAL ESTATE

Why
Suffer?

4

•

FORAKERBLIIIINATED

Ao•ireifie

I In,',,,po r alrd. I

Third /and lit-tsestivvely.

City Depository

I

EDGAR Yl. YIIII1uTE1011ll

l'iar)I

C11!UV SAYINGS BANK
(*aphid
Surplus
Stu( kliubler. liability

State Depository
.$100,000
.. • . ao,000
.
toomio

....
,

Total .ecurity to

depositors
11230,0o0
Accounts or inditiduals and firms wilioltrd. We appreciate
small as well as large depoettore and accord to sli Go- %aerie courteous
treat merit,

INTEREST PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS
•

EWES SATURDAY NIGHTS FROM 7 TO S O'CLOOK.

liENRY MAII9Skilt•

•

it. Rudy,
ashirr.

Don't Forget---The Sun Does Job Work

I Hotel Marlborough
Broadway, 36th and 37th Sts., Herald Square, New York

Moat Cent=Lorated Hotel on
Broadway.
tea minutes walk
to 25 leading theatres. Completely
renovated and transformed in every
deparunent. Upou-date in an respects. Telephone in each room.
Four Beautiful Dining Rooms
with Capacity of 1200.

•
sr

The Famous
German Restaurant
Broadway's chief attraction for Special Feed Dishes and Popular Music,
Lersome
41111 issols.
Xi lobs.
g•••• as Room 41.50 awl Upgramd. $2.0O .rd upward .ith be*. Parke. Begeefele eel MA
1.00 aad
$

ua%rod. II.v0 extra whom or. parse.* attesT.i•ogie 6610611.
V6 RITE FOR BOOKLET.

SWEENEY-TIERNEY,HOTEL:COMPANY
E. at.
virANEY. riamairw

KILL•nia COUCH
CURE ml

-wiPt Dr. King's
Ns* Discovery

•

•
1 FIRST CLASS LIVERY
MODERATE PRICES

FIM CUR* tz2.7:0

.•

GUTHRIE AVENUE

we

•

•

HAWLEY AND SON

roman

Arid

Jack Beam
Distilled in the spring of
1900. Sold in bottles with
the government stamp
over the neck, showing
conclusively the age. .• .•

For the cupboard and medicine
chest there is Both* sup:rior

.4Z41

haTully livery Company

Did you ever try

06

01

Early Times

4

NEW STATE HOTEL

I
1

A

4

'

BRUNSON'S

Ile •

FLOWER STORC
•

GAS COKE
Ask some of our 200
customers about it.

The Paducah Lighj& Power Co.

C

TIlE PADT7CA ft-EVENTS-70 SriSi

Continuous

2:00 to 6:00 and 7 to 10:30

THE SQUAW MAN
An Exact Reproduction in Moving Picture of the Play *Made
Ramous by the Celebrated Actor, William Faversham,

5c Admission 5c

Only One Afternoon and

the swamp and open the area to settlement and cultivation. The state
of Stinth Carolina has a drainage act.
under she ii any county may appoint
drainage commissioners, and take ade,soperation
which
in thailesion county _thousamis of aanteg of tlia
a Tes sa healthy that the white man the department of agriculture offera
ming swamps
is 'today tiring theyear. round, where
thme short years ago tre could *not
:mend one_nig,ht .Lii the S1111111141' but
at the
of his hearth.- 1.4u says
the report of the drainage commission
era of this county.

Work of Reclamation in the South.:

Washington, l). C., Ma-ch 4.-- A
wonderful work of reclamation which
is now being conducted in South Carotins by the divisiem of drainage of
the department of agriculture. and
which pronilses to make ferii:e farms
for thousands where now li.etil
I deatloti, aling malarial swamps. should
Georgetown county has now hegun
strove of unusual interest to all south- the work of draining Sampit swamp
BESTS NELSON SLIGHTLY IN TEN
ern states--- since the sante tsobi- and hopes to have ,t. 'it aera,:.; ready
ROUND GO,
t.t-s are latent throughout that terri- for agricuiturea in a v.•.ry short time.
tory In thousands of :tens of inarshY At present this area is almost entirelyland whose very oast-lice in tile'r gic*n over to fever-infested marshes
present fiirati is a memo-v to nubile_ and it -is practically bettor-slide for a • Latter Fatniewlsat Stronger (if Two at
health.
„
aahlte man Co liae in the a.4.ction
1.1„Mb a HA ga
Ifie..•ording to Cbart!!ii C. Elliott, More than a hundred y,..ars ago, vast
(lever.
More (liver.
who is conducting the Work. .t is a rice plantations dotted till's territory.
hut the grim specter of malaria
simple matter of drainage. It :s
well known tact that nearly all of the loreed the White man to flee--no?.
swamp land of the south 1,es well however, without iearing thickly pOp-. Los Angeles, Cal , March 4.above -sea level, and all that is neces- &ate& graveyards. The-zo_ mute Wit- Jimmy !Hitt, of San Francisco, and.
sary Is the cutting of proper ditch:,s nesses to the deadly fever are scatterBattling Nelson, of Hi ,r,eswiell, Ill..
to permit the stored up water. to ran sd throughout the swamp. and the
tonabaitolies are nearly -41 dated beeor-Cfrtught-- ten rounds last -night with
Soatti Carolina rstia. Plantation houses. negro quar-Brpt a slight winner in po.nts.aas
presents a splendid example of what tors and farm buildings, all of this 'blows landed and NelsoIr somewha
swamp reclamation means. "Our ex- etio.h. are scattcred'attuut. 'now 111 'stronger at the close but unable. to
atoinned of Hyt-tome the cleverness of his (Imo
perience has prov:Ti conclusive!v that folorn dilaaitiation and
nt
territory which heretofare r. as unlit all.
Sampit swamp is near the weecoast.. The light seemed ended in the slat:
for the white man to live in ean be.
made as healthy as any taection of ;he and only a few toiles,from Charleston. zolital when ,Britt appeared to hay,
country by drainage, and what we it is thought that twa or thr.e art:f1..-,teterved a knock-out bow hut witia: --..hanneLs.. in volYing. ts :haps s•ll ,savA_dity_the. gong Nelson showe_d tip
stale in Chia regard is simPlY
iu•1, ...'ly drain ''o advantage in only
rounds befact.
hay.. Toed , and are making atileS of silt' has,

BRITT WINS

Cairo trade before Monday on a,
count of repair work that is • beeg
done.
The Henrietta brought a tow ot
empty barges UP (COW .1 Opt* yesterday afternoon and returned last night.
The I. N. /look arrived' front the
Tenneaser last tug-hi with a tow of
ties, and got away this morph's for
MIKE: KNIL)W1-.1.38. BEN Pl'i 8.
the Tenneosee river
after .another
N•av Phalli* 1023
tow.
etepped out of range whenever i•wal
The Lyla a PriVed froto the Tell ,
n s114 Washington St. . . •
Padtat.u14, ky.
b4e and frequent iv straightened Net- fa, river at noon today and went to
ion up with tile left. In conformity Joattatt wirh ?ter tow of ties,
with the law no decision was ren"rhe
iirietta taut,- tip from Joppa
- •
•
dered.
til
/111.111)',10( slim it ION
of empty
(44. wou/d drift in some corn- non will
the
hair
continue falling during the
barges
itle1 and ii-et stranded on a mud bar. n.--at :4 hours. At. Paducah anal Ca:ra
I.yda grrlvad y•witerelay after- I Hauk ford finally'
got to Paducah and the foil ar11 continue 3 davit. passaaig
no-ni foot) ihe Ten !1..:SSee with a tow
wilding through water up to his neck,:below It. feet at Cairo
Thursday.
ah/II toOk her tow QP to JoPtat•
socure,1 a sk,ft and came to the wharf..
The Tchnesam. front Floreto• to laThe .10.' Fowler is due in from Es- . boat,
whetie the Fannie WaFaee sat :us d-ohnsotiville,
not much a lial,g.
..c.a
today and return .mtated .it Is. 1,(1 op;
He hurried the Fenn e out but fig the na
xt 24 hours
The iiopkins will nor to• th the Kv.
'and
the berg. WAS brought :n
The , The Illaisisistpol at
Chester VIII rite
a:AME
ItETWF:EN THE , ansai:le trade before next week
'barge was taken to Sni:thland by the isllighily during the neat is (ID gs
hi,eara
WHITE .tNii liii E
t•aptan
F• .1g:a w's sire has st airier Georgia Lee.
stun she ,
1 3F,"Nt At t'ale. Girardeau will mundane fall!tin,1,1 him. c•eta'ng from Ciarturati.
up Monday afternoon, fur btu to get ing for 2-4
hoary
,,11,1- will make the round trip WM:coal
out of, as she sLd not have line'
it III on
Chattanooga
.
. Tile Wabash at Mr Carmel. rot
I,'
1'3(111.
wait
for
c!....1
At
ah
High School Girls Struggle Ion Floor
nide& change dtiring the beat i.ii
!tarry ill'ackforii was turned loose
- tt(412secto -titroulastium—Whitew . :a
hours
Ohio r_iver a: Sni:011and Tutor
Stairs-.
Win lly Chose
trinrIal t'urornat
niorning on a
West Kentucky
The Ohio at Evaasa.!:- a ill ti fl
Coal company's barge and math. the
The Willard and pool rev Ival a/.
!rip from Sinithland to Patlacah with r:1;:ng toolarhE o" Thursday morn'0',.tig, o• r" the country has been marked
Those Wei- W41,-!1 afil r. for several da‘ri
•
At Mt Vol. this year
A flne game Of basketball was wit - only a few stole•essed b ;thou: ism. 104,,ple at the
*mnasium hall vesterdav
afternoon, between the Whits anti
the 13:11•Ps, t Wt) teams composed of
High setttrof
-Tire--Whtt-etr 'ererta
by a as or,
s to 6. Th:s gstite tl.c
dist of a s, I* of five gaups that will

New Fads andt Fancies
Beinsi.Shown .11

THE DAYLIGHT STORE
EMBROIDERED COAT SETS
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SILK 'NOVELTIES

A (•-w of.the many new Silks foi &Mee that's being shown in our Silk Depart are
New Suesinies, Chiffon Foille, Hain Ttialiarti. etc. A isa• warty new.
xclusiae dress patterns of Fancy Silk.
-

NEW-7M NOVELTIES
. Our bress Goods Dep_artineat Is now showrfue-hanv new things In 'uoth materials and colors We have all the new blues that's Wing so much talked of
in many grades.
NEW

WASH MATERIALS

Our showing of Wash Materials this year Is the greatest we have yet attempted. Among the new things are: Cotton Voiles in stripes amid checks,
Itainty Silk Mulls, -Colored Swinges on white grounds and many other'.

'JEW BLACK GOODS
Our Black G ods Department Is now showing some very new novelties for
skirts or iir• rises. also many plain materials of new weaves. Our black
goods
• are the best tuouey can ouy and you are safe when it °omen from us

NO
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OF ALI— KINDS

Belt.. liuckletv, Pins. Biretta, Combs, Veil Pink Hat Pine, Waist 1'ins and
all the new Doveltiea are here at very moderate prices, fAxik the line over.
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The new dress pattern's that', talked so much of in all the fashion
magazines and that's having-a good raft abroad. We are showing a
few exclusive patterns.
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fall
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fall
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Wyer stag•• at T o'clork this morn:ng read 34 4, a retro' 1.4 sigse yesterday morning.
• The Payola-a. got away fur the Cunt
beriand_luda.s_afterILJALIILuf liv's for
the Ayer & Lord Tie conspapy.
Thaiduaboat 'American coaled this
morning and got away for the Tenn•-seee river to Irlorende after ilea.
The Hob Dudley arrived last night
from Nashville with a -big trip of
belght and left at noon on a return
trip. The Dudley is running in .the
place of the Bottorff, which is having
her bollets r: paired at Nashville
from
The Chattanooga arrived
Joppa last night and is taking On
freight preparing to leave for Chattanooga tomorrow at noon. Site Mir
over 3oti barrels of glaitaware to go
'on this trip besides other freight. The Clyde is loading today at Ito
wharfboat an4 will Wave tonight at
C o'clock tor-The Tennessee.
The Lola K. Warren Is in' from the
Yennevsee with a tow of th
The Nellie Willet will be no front
Ana* today *a* leave for the Teas. • •rter
l ut., g' "
i•
s
whittins.I
s

Friday morning we ph c -on tale the prettiett line of Silk
Hose ever offered by us. These hose are first quality, perfect made, in all colors, all pure silk lace hoot, plain top.
At $2.50 a pair they would be exceptional values. We offer
for this period at the remarkable low figure
of

31,59

$2.00 Jilk 'Iove43 $2.00
,JharplqVut $1.A9
$ 4
'
Yhis eriod
We will also place on sale for -this-period 25 dozen Ladies'
Elbow Length Pure Silk Gloves, clasp- fastener, in black,
white, tan, brown, navy, light blue, hello and mode shades.
These gloves are our new spring goods, having just arrived.
Regular $2.00 quality, hut to make this period
doubly interesting we will offer at..

seal in Yutures
The prices will go up after this period.
Buy your full spring supply.

•
•
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NEW NECK RUCHINGS

PERSIAN BORDERED MIRAGE

Yiose 6ale
Underpriced
`Iwo :ifour; tnIti...9 to 11 'O'clock
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The It,, -up for the
Goa's.
Feiznt. th W.:liar-usury. and. Martha
4'tToe: trards, 41rare s1eora7t anti Itir-h
Mcchesiti v; center, Katherine Ito 'S.
Grais pit4 bed in the first halt :
Rebecca Fon :th. 2: Illelen Van Metot
I. for the Whi:es, and Martha Cope I
for the lilt
-s. Seeond half:
Helen
an Meter 1 for the Whites and
iMartha Cope 2 for the Blues.
Ii, ft roc, Sam
Goodman. T. me
;ier. II. P. Martin.
`-'

White and colored stiff-Linen Collars, also embroidered Soft Collars
are all the go east. We are showing a good line.

We are showing a 'Vast selection of Veils and Veilings-jmt the
proper kind that's most wanted is here in all tlie new_ihadesand black.

6

1

COLORED LINEN COLLARS

_

Mechanics' Foundry and Machine Co.

BASKETBALL

Cuff and Collar Sets in embroidered linen and heavy lace, also heavy
separate yokes for waists are ye y new. We are showing a complete line.

A particular kind of Kuching that's being used so much —that with
heavy rolls and wide
, broad effect, is bow here id many colon-Fend
style& Also box each of several kinds to a box.

Large Assorted Stott of Patterns, Suitable for Steamboats Saw 3nd Grtst Mills

1

7.310 a itutirtrg three out of five, wi
tie .t:hamplons. The genie' throughout
WA, frill of snap and ginger.
The itto-up was for the Wht.-s C.loa7s, Ileien Van Meter anu1 Ite'.e.•, a
Sul h
guards. 41lie D. Poster arid
Nlarguerite Carpagey-; eetiler.
.•..
ilain.
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DON'T MISS IT

cause of telling iduas Lands-ti whet?
the men were sparring openly. Time
after time that_ vs.-aped the leads of
the always coming Nelson, awaiting
his uppoitunIty - o send in hord lefts
that finally flied the Dane and ren
d'-red it.inKtrolhatii, that he would he
able to land a 1,notekolit Wow.
In all, Nelson did not land over a
dozen blows that figures In the segu:t,
while Bahl, as as,. giving ground.

ta, pia ..
. el

'Irw2e02r.02r-qrso2rmitr.

.ry

Evening

Thursday, March-5

DON'T MISS IT

NEW VEILS AND VEILING

Perf o r rnances
Every Half flour
2:00 to 6:00 and 7 to 10:30

5c Admission 5c

••
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Continuous

THE BIJOU

Performances
Every Half flour
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